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Hear noted fashion scholar Valerie Steele discuss the
links between art and fashion. The director of The
Museum at the Fashion Institute of Technology, New York,
she knows her stuff. Powerhouse Museum. $10.
Do good for your brain and head along to SOILS
5.45PM
TO SOCIETY: THE UNSEEN POWER BENEATH
OUR FEET, a FREE public lecture presented by the Faculty of
Science and Prof. John W Crawford. The talk looks at the
ties between environment and civilisation, and the impact soil
has on human health and life as we know it. Eastern Ave
Auditorium.
10-4PM

This year’s SNOWBALL: it’s like all the other Snowballs,
but actually good. Bands storming the three stages
include JINJA SAFARI, RUFUS, MITZI, and SUPER FLORENCE JAM
and there’ll be Slow Blow DJs as well; these guys are so hot
they will melt all the snowballs., figurative or otherwise. ACCESS
$10+bf, GENERAL $15+bf.
7PM

WED
3rd

They say women aren’t as funny as men. Who is
8PM
‘they’? Dickheads, that’s who, and also sometimes Christopher
Hitchens. Catch the debate (and cookies!) at Surry Hills
Library. Book (you have to!) on 8374 6230. FREE.

Celebrated 50-strong a cappella group SOULFOOD
present their tribute to Stevie Wonder tonight at
The Basement. Their fresh take on his classic tunes will
•get you grooving. Rich harmonies, funky beatboxing, and just
damn impressive voices. $20-25.

•7.30PM
appearing at Shades?

FRI

At the time of print Honi was unable to confirm or
deny that Beyonce and Jay Z would be either popping
or locking at the SHADES Semester 2 party, BLASTIN’ BEATS.
Drop $10 like its hot at the Kings Cross Hotel to find out.
9pm

The best things in life really are FREE, like love
and rock-climbing for the first thirty people at
the Ledge in HK Ward Gym for this Sydney Uni Nursing
Society event.
10.30-2PM

RANDY NEWMAN & THE SYDNEY SYMPHONY
play the Opera House tonight. One of the world’s
best songwriters, the Oscar-winning Randy Newman will
present his funny, moving, and biting songs in a very special
performance. Tickets from $35.
7.30PM

9Am
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Church. Or morning sex. Pick your side.

Oooo! Art! Public art! Renowned UK artist Michael
Landy is heading up the 24th Annual Kaldor Public
Art Project, and wants your help. He’s calling for everyday
tales of kindness (true ones!) which will be used to make
his new artwork ACTS OF KINDESS. It’ll be on display in
the CBD. To get involved, submit your story of kindness
at www.kaldorartprojects.org.au. Submissions close 20 Aug.
12Am

0

It is a truth universally acknowledged that
everything is better with scones. Take the DARCY SOCIETY
GENERAL MEETING, in the Loggia Room, for example. The
Club is great on its own, but smear it in jam and you have
an awesome thing that we ardently admire and love. FREE.
12pm

Check out the THE GREAT SOUTH LAND
exhibition at Hordern House. This collection of dusty old
books examines the discovery of Australia. You can check
out early European books from the late 1400s, and 1700s
recounts of Dampier’s voyages, and more. FREE.
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5.30pm JURASSIC LOUNGE is back! Every Tuesday
night until September 20 the Australian Museum will
host a night of dancing and drinks among the dinosaurs.
Exhibitions, silent discos, public lectures and much more,
plus yiou get a free drink on arrival! $15. Roar.
5.30pm IS LOVE BLIND? Find out tonight at Hermann’s
Bar, where Theatresports host Steen Raskopoulos will
chair a comedy debate featuring past and present campus
comedians. $10.

TUE
9th
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THE LOVECHILD:
Hillary Clinton
+ Liberace

RETRACTION
Honi Soit would like to Apollo-gise for
the Plutonic puns we have littered
throughout last week’s edition. It was
tiresome and ex-Zeus-ting and Juno
what? SHUT UP! ROMANS!
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Pierce Hartigan, Alistair Stephenson and Meghan Bacheldor. All expressions are
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endorse any of the advertisements and insertions. Honi Soit is printed by MPD.
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Thank you for picking up this edition
of Honi Soit. By now you are aware
of both Rupert Murdoch’s News
of the World fiasco and the massmurder in Norway. There is a slightly
nebulous way in which these two
things overlap, and it has to do
with the role of information and
education.
First, it is known that Breivik sent
his keenly demented ‘manifesto’
to thousands of people prior to his
attacks. Along with a cursory look at
the chillingly insane comments on
a self-righteous religious YouTube
video that he uploaded some time
ago, this demonstrates that there
are people out there who share his
views: his professed and deluded
commitment to the Christian
crusades, his pious fear of Islam, his
perverse, maddening belief that his
actions were somehow justified.
Having lived in a fairly affluent
bubble and surrounded myself with
well-read and thoughtful people,
the extent and reality of this was
truly shocking. As someone who
attends university (whether or
not you really feel like it all the
time), you are part of the minority
of people who have both access
to good education and the ability
to understand it (rather than just
reading blogs, misunderstanding
things and being purely
reactionary). You are, I sincerely
hope, someone who finds the idea
of killing people because they have
different beliefs truly abhorrent.
But there are people out there who
don’t. And they are people just like
we are. They cannot be dismissed,
for reasons that we have just seen
in Norway.

4

Who is responsible for the fact
that vast numbers of people are
listening to such ideas? Rightwing
shock jocks, American bloggers
who are paranoid about Islam and
advocate violent religious reprisals,
and politicians who peddle fear
are all being blamed. But these
are essentially the same people
who listen to these ideas, albeit
with a thin veneer of respectability
about them; these may be people
who wouldn’t actually deign to
kill anyone, but they would surely
motivate others to do so with
repetitive rhetoric. So yes, the shock
jocks, ill-informed bloggers and
politicians are to blame, but the
problem is deeper than that. We
could blame religion—very easily,
in fact—but once we bring that
up we’ll just start going around in
circles, and that’s a whole new set
of related parochial problems.

No, the even
more basic problem
is to do with education.
And on a day-to-day level,
there is very little that is as
responsible for forming opinions
of vast amounts of people as the
media. This is a problem when
you consider the state of the
world’s news media, as is perfectly
exemplified by the culture of News
Corporation.
On Q & A last week, the editor of
News Ltd’s Mercury, Garry Bailey,
claimed that a newspaper at its
best serves as a mirror to the
community. This is one of the worst
things I’ve ever heard. Newspapers
are not supposed to reflect the
ideas of any bigot that reads them,
they are supposed to inform people.
Someone should read a newspaper
and LEARN that carbon actually
does have a weight (contra Tony
Abbott). When misinformation is
propagated, there is complicity from
those who first promote it, from the
journalists who don’t take it to task,
and from the people who absorb
it uncritically and continue to buy
the damn newspapers. Selfishlymotivated misinformation (and the
dumbing-down of real information)
has allowed the level of political
discourse to descend below science,
below cause and effect and below
common sense.
In the same program, Bailey
stressed that News Ltd. offers
‘alternate’ [sic] takes on the news
to, say, the ABC, which he accused
of having a small-l liberal bias.
Rupert Murdoch is himself not shy
about his papers’ prejudices; at
the British parliamentary inquiry
he nonchalantly catalogued how
they supported Thatcher up to a
point, then New Labour, then the
Conservatives (where ‘supported’
means ‘didn’t print anything
positive about their opponents,
turned positive stories into negative
ones and generally just made things
up’). This is not harmless partiality.
In a wider context, most of the 2012
Republican presidential candidates
have worked for News Corporation
at some point. One cannot
really write that off as healthy
opposition to some imagined liberal
mainstream (because, as Stephen
Colbert says, reality has a wellknown liberal bias).
‘Alternative’ news sources. Think
about that for a second. When
did news become something that
people can be consciously selective

with?
When did
it degrade in this
country to liberals versus
conservatives, to anything
involving helping people being
‘demonised’ as socialism? The
politicisation of things that used
to be common sense—science,
the necessity of taxes, respecting
basic rights—has gone to absurd
proportions. What the fuck did our
mothers tell us? It was things like
‘help people when you can’ and ‘do
the right thing’ and ‘tell the truth’
and other platitudes that send us
in the right direction, and it sure
wasn’t ‘be conservative in all things’
or ‘communism is the only way’ or
whatever. If people are both wellintentioned and informed, “isms”
need never enter into it.
Two observations. First, truth is
not relative. There are certainly
different ways to express things
(filtered through whatever prism
of whatever), and there can be
different subjective opinions on
things like ethics and aesthetics, but
truth itself is in no way relativistic.
Some truths may be unattainable
but we should still work towards
them, and not devalue the very
concept of truth by writing it off as
some sort of construction. It isn’t.
Breivik’s worldview isn’t ‘true for
Breivik’, it’s false and dangerous.
Relativism is important only to
people who have no grip on reality,
or for people whose ideologies
depend on a divorce from fact.
Second, let us acknowledge the fact
that, politics aside, most people
would probably be libertarians—i.e.
they would hold the view that
the more freedoms people are
allowed, the better—if it weren’t
for the one basic fact that people
are morons who, even when wellmeaning, are thoroughly incapable
of tracing the consequences of their
actions. People in general have no
knowledge of which of their actions
cause harm to others, and how. This
can only change through education
and wide life experience. But
people like Breivik are around, being
coddled directly by biased, selective
news sources, and indirectly by
everyone who buys into the myth
that there is no objective fact of the
matter, and bias is acceptable as

long
as it’s
their bias.
But “we’re fucked” is
no response. What can you
do about it? Learn as much as
you can and educate people
where possible. Engage in
rational discussion with people
who are capable of rational
discussion, and try to help
those who aren’t. Do not bring
unwarranted generalisations or
contentious unrelated assertions
into discussions that don’t need
them. Don’t let people get away
with misinformation. If someone
is racist, sexist, homophobic or
otherwise bigoted, try to make
them understand fundamental
things—empathy, love, basic
human rights. Finally, if people are
avoiding giving straight answers,
always call them out on it.

Laurence Rosier Staines

If you have any thoughts or
comments on anything in this issue of
Honi Soit, please write to us at:
honi.soit@src.usyd.edu.au

JULIAN LARNACH had a stenographer transcribe this interview with Sydney
Uni Law Society president Geoffrey Winters.
Geoffrey Winters is on a mission—a mission he wasn’t
chosen for but rather born into. “The former Dean
of Sydney Law tells all his classes that there is a small
percentage of the population that during the second
trimester of pregnancy are subject to some chemical
change in the womb that determines they are a
lawyer.”
His first experience with the Sydney University Law
Society, the society he is now president of, was his first
Law Ball. “It was eye-opening to say the least.” The
notoriously lavish events are staged with heavy bar
tabs and elaborate themes (previous year’s themes
include French Revolution and Mad Men – both scenes
of noted restraint and decorum).
SULS stands firmly apart from other Union societies,
due in part to its success and existence being nonreliant on the USU. It has a guaranteed membership
intake each year (with every law student an automatic
member), a strong sponsorship portfolio (enhanced
this year by Sponsorship Director Carmen Culina) and
an operational history that predates federation. The
society takes on the personality of the organisations
its members are aiming to work for. Its website reveals
varying levels of corporate sponsorship (Platinum,
Gold and Other), all from first class law firms. While
other societies are set up over a love of something, this
society seems a midway point between learning and
a job, enhancing your career prospects by providing
you access to competitions, networking and career
evenings.
Geoffrey saw that the impression SULS gave off in
previous years was that “we were a bunch of well

connected, elitist wankers who didn’t get involved
with other organisations”. This impression isn’t
helped by the fact that they have their own
building, library and lawns (other people can
use it but it’s got their name tag on it). Geoffrey
and this year’s SULS exec has tried to bridge the
divide, making a conscientious effort to enhance
their perception within the Clubs & Societies
environment – for example, they teamed up with
SASS (Sydney Arts Student Society) for a jumping
castle and barbeque day. The direction of the
second semester agenda sees an open-air cinema,
a series of barbeques and live acoustic gigs on the
law lawns.
He didn’t take the traditional route of climbing
rungs but went straight for a Vice President
position last year and scored it. At the most
recent meeting of the Australian Law Students
Association, Geoffrey was elected without
opposition to the position of president,
representing law students at negotiations with
the Department of Education, the Attorney
General’s Department and the Law Council of
Australia. That’s a lot of trust in his ability. He
also co-ordinates with other nations’ peak bodies
to develop closer ties in the international law
student community. What’re the benefits of all
these presidencies? “I get to meet some amazingly
important and influential people from the legal
fraternity, which can only put me in good standing
as I head out into practise after law school.” Which
leaves me wondering if he’s president of a national
organisation, do I have to capitalise the ‘P’?

More from JULIAN LARNACH
and ADAM CHALMERS.

The Liberal Club has been suspended while the USU
investigates their membership list. In their Friday
meeting, the board recommended that the C&S chair
a special meeting to effectively give the club a fresh
start. The club would then be put on probation for the
following 12 months. The recent power struggles within
the Liberal Club have garnered much attention amongst
both student and adult politicians. Let’s hope they can
work out their issues before the special meeting!

campus
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For a position that holds a lot of prestige and a lot
of representative power, the election race for the
Undergraduate Student Fellow on the University Senate
is largely ignored. This could be because it’s usually
held after an especially drawn out and tiring SRC and
an amped up SULS election, or because no-one cares.
This year’s election has thrown up only two candidates
so far, the current holder of the position Ben Veness
and Sydney Uni Model United Nations executive Sarah
Nguyen.
The campus-wide smoking ban may come into effect
after undergraduate Senate fellow Ben Veness delivered
the ‘voice of the students’ to the Senate (who knew?).
At a SRC meeting late last semester, he brought up the
fact the Senate were considering the ban and was at
the meeting to seek the Council’s opinion. Due to its
infringement of students’ right to choice and its general
excessiveness, the ban was universally condemned. And
yet here we are. Bureaucracy in action!
At the upcoming SRC council meeting a motion has
been moved to make the upcoming elections a ‘closed
campus’ election, meaning that only current students
may campaign. This disadvantages Presidential
candidates who are supported by outside factions
(currently James McLean - Liberal, Phoebe Drake - Labor
Left, Chad Sidler - Mordor) who are known to ship in
outside campaigners to help on elections.

USyd to quit smoking?
ADAM CHALMERS investigates.
The University of Sydney is discussing a
proposal to turn the entire campus into
a smoking-free zone.
Rumours to this extent have been
circulating for quite some time, but Honi
Soit can now confirm that the USyd
Senate is seriously considering a blanket
ban on smoking on campus which,
according to USU staff, is “very likely to
go ahead”.
This news was leaked to the USU’s CEO,
Andrew Woodward, who discussed it at
the USU Board meeting last Friday. The
logistics of implementing such a ban are
still in the early days of discussion.
Senate members are still unsure how
to enforce the policy, although a larger
security presence on campus is likely to
play a part.
The proposal has garnered a mixed
reception, with members of the Senate
worried about preserving civil liberties
and upsetting the smokers within
University staff. However, other Senate
members love the idea of a smoke-free
campus. USyd wouldn’t be the first
university to make the switch to smokefree. Macquarie University has been
an almost entirely smoke-free campus
since the start of the year, and their
policy seems to have caused little fuss.
It seems USyd will soon follow in their
footsteps.

A ban on smoking would cause
headaches for the USU, which sells
cigarettes at many of its commercial
outlets. The University Senate expects
the USU to stop selling cigarettes if the
smoking ban is passed. If the USU defies
this expectation, they risk aggravating
the University, which they are loath
to do in the light of Michael Spence’s
proposed takeover of USU services. On
the other hand, if the USU stops selling
cigarettes they lose a valuable revenue
stream, a loss compounded by risks to
the USU’s rental of bars.
Some USU board members worry
a smoking ban would change the
atmosphere of bars like Manning
and Hermann’s. This is particularly
significant because the USU rents
these places out for external events
like parties and concerts. The board
worries that if smoking is banned at
these places, rental demand will drop,
resulting in a loss of revenue at a time
where the Union desperately needs to
maintain financial health. The Union
is investigating alternate revenue
streams to replace the sale of cigarettes,
indicating how seriously they take the
notion of this smoking ban.
While the proposal is still being
discussed, it’s likely that USyd will soon
become a smoking-free campus. While
this news makes many students happy,
it’s putting smokers and the USU under
some stress. If you are a smoker, now
might be a good time to quit.
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USyd
revues!
The satirical circus has
come to town, writes
JACQUELINE BREEN.
It’s revue season, everybody! They are
blossoming on the trees clotted around
Manning and the Seymour Centre, falling ripe
and fresh and juicy with puns and pop culture
and full-frontal nudity. Maybe you could make
them in to a nice jam, or a crumble, or squeeze
them in to a refreshing smoothie? Or maybe
you could buy a ticket and go and see them
and guarantee yourself some giggles at one
of the highlights of the University of Sydney
Union’s cultural calendar.
Kicking off in Week 3, this year’s revue season
will see students from the Architecture,
Arts, Commerce, Education and Social Work,
Engineering, Law, Medicine, and Science
faculties storming the stage for some allsinging, all-dancing, all-cross-dressing
shindiggery. The Queer Revue Society will also
return after their inaugural smash show turned
heads and sexual preferences in last year’s
season.

Wait! I’m not done!
Apparently the
Conservatorium has a
revue and it was last
week. We talked to the
director Sam PenderBayner, with our 20/20
hindsight vision.
Wait, what, there’s a Con Revue?
Yes, in its third year. I think it’s
coming close to reaching about as
many Con students as we could
realistically hope for. But you never
know, one day it may take off

If you’re new to all this funny business you
should know that good times and great classic
hits are in store. The university revue is a longstanding tradition, and faculties at Sydney have
been bringing the lulz since the 1930s . The
revues are usually student-written sketches,
often accompanied by live original music,
taking aim at politics, pop culture and the good
(read: student) life. All students can audition
early each year, and then cast and crew work
and play hard to perform in August. The galaxy
of past performers glitters with some sizeable
Australian stars; the Chaser boys practised
their puns on these here stages, and the Axis of
Awesome’s ‘Four Chord Song’, currently sitting
on 17 million YouTube hits, started life as a
revue sketch.
“Apart from the nudity, I love seeing what our
students can do when they come together
in these shows,” says Alistair Cowie, the USU
Director of Student Programmes, on what
he loves most about revues. He’s especially
enthusiastic about the way revues enrich
student life for performers and audiences
alike. “There’s more to putting on a good revue
than meets the eye: [there’s] collaboration,
creativity, negotiation, innovation,
compromise…all good lessons for daily life.”
Probably the best lesson is in pun construction.
I look forward to the revue titles each year
like Rebecca Brooks looks forward to incoming
call alerts. There are plenty of gems this time
around: Architecture Revue is titled Nineteen
Eighty Floor, the Commerce kids present
Economy of Errors, Education and Social Work
have GladiATAR, the Med guys will deliver

In between the laughs there are also some
good works going down. Several revues
channel some profits to charity, and this year’s
first show, Med, is doing just that. Sponsored
by Westpac and Douglas Hanly Moir Pathology,
the Med kids will pour their proceeds in to
Cure Cancer Australia and Milk Crate Theatre.
For every ticket sold on opening night, Westpac
will donate an additional $10 “so people who
go to that night should be aware that they are
better than others,” says cast member Arghya Gupta.
The Science Revue donates its profits to cystic
fibrosis research as a mark of respect to one of
its founding members, whose life was touched
by the disease.
This year the Women’s Revue again failed
to get off the ground. “Unfortunately we
didn’t have students interested in running for
Women’s Revue Society Executive,” says USU
President Sibella Matthews. The Women’s
Revue has struggled over the years with
poor audience attendance and inconsistent
productions, but “The Union would ... throw
support behind any student interested in
restarting the society to produce a Women’s
Revue for 2012.” Bring the girl power!
The revues run from August 10 until
September 3, and tickets range from $12 to
$29. Visit the ACCESS Desk in Manning, call
9351 6000 or visit the Union website for
tickets and more information.

and gain a much larger following.
However, it’s hard to get Con
students to become involved with
student life activities because the
career path for a musician is very
individual. As such, Con students are
rarely in the same mental or physical
space. Nevertheless, there are
groups of people who have come to
two or all three of the Revues.

runs on the smell of an oily rag: we
get the venue for free from Con
Venues, and pay for all our expenses
(lighting, sound, venue staffing etc)
with a grant from the USU. Everyone
is a writer, director, publicity
manager, props purchaser, actor,
treasurer, singer, and dancer all in
one. Also, the show was literally
pulled together in two rehearsals.

What are the differences and
similarities between the Con Revue
and other faculty revues?

There’s so much great material to be
drawn from the absurd happenings
at the Con. It’s like a wonderland
sometimes. In fact, one of our main
goals for the Revue is to point out
how amazing and interesting it is to
study at the Con, which is something

Perhaps the main difference
between the Con Revue and other
faculty Revues is size. Our show

The Carillonist

I meet Amy Johansen in her office in the highest room of the Quadrangle. A great,
gothic machine dominates the centre of the room, metal wires from holes in the
ceiling meeting a hybrid piano/wooden steam engine. Later, when I watch her
playing, it reminds me of that crocodile game at Timezone; she pulls dozens of
levers at a blinding pace, as if they're about zip back into the engine housing.
The second thing I notice is the huge windows through which I can see and
hear almost the whole city. It sounds like a wind tunnel. Amy herself is no less
fascinating - if I were a wankier writer I might have described her as vivacious.
She's enthusiastic and kind and she offers me grape juice and chocolate cake, so
I'm already infatuated. She speaks with an ambiguous accent. She tells me she is from Virginia.
"I've been the university's organist since 1997, when Norman Johnston retired.
I've been playing the carillon since 1998 - I came up to this office to see Jill [the
previous carrilonist], just to be social, and as I was leaving down the stairs she said
to me, "Goodbye. And I'll see you on Tuesday for your first lesson." She laughs.
"There was no arguing with Jill."
Amy plays from 1-2pm on Tuesdays and 2-3pm Sundays. "I'm supposed to play
for fifty functions per year," she says, "but really it's fifty or sixty. We want to play
music for young people too. The music of our day is Lady Gaga, we want to cater to
everyone's tastes."
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Beauty and Deceased, Science has NASAblanca
and the Queer cuties tell the story of The Queen.
Almost makes me want to ‘revue’ this article to
insert more puns (CHU GEDDIT GUYS?!?!?).

The interview pauses as she begins the Tuesday recital. First up is the theme from
Rin Tin Tin. Next is an Ancient Greek piece called Summer is Coming - but midway
she segues into the Harry Potter theme.

Con students often forget.
Got a favourite bit from this year’s
show?
Probably a skit called ‘Singers on
the Dunny’. The opera singers are
infamous at the Con for singing
wherever they go, and especially in
the bathrooms! So, for our skit we
have two singers sitting on toilets,
starting to warm up their voices and
eventually having an all-out singing
war. At the end of it one of them
gets up and says “the only thing
flatter than your singing is your tits,
bitch!”
Dayum.

MICHAEL RICHARDSON finds out where all that
music is coming from...
We continue the interview in between songs. "We want to cater to everyone,
so we're starting a website where you can make requests. I have a list of them
already." I look at the sheet - the Godfather, Star Wars Imperial March, and
'everything by the Beatles' jump out at me. I scribble down 'Inception theme' BWONG.
I ask about the history of the bells. "It's actually fascinating. It was originally a
war memorial - after the first world war, two hundred students had died, which
represented a large amount of the students back in those days. They wanted do
something big to commemorate their friends, and it was the students themselves
who wanted the carillon, so the bells could ring out in their memory. It cost fifteen
thousand pounds, most of which was raised by the students and families. And each
bell is inscribed with the names of those who helped raise the money for their friends."
"We're part of the Carillon Society, one of two carillons in Australia - can you guess
where the other is?" I dither. Melbourne? "Nope. It's on the door over there."
The parliament house is on a poster, the lake in the foreground. "Yes, Canberra.
It's actually in the middle of the lake." I remember hearing it myself, now. "We're
organising a composition competition, for young modern composers."
I thank her for her time and leave. As I take a wrong turn and descend a flight of
stairs to a dead end in the Quad's byzantine upper floors, I can hear an Arabesque
- but someday soon I'm going to be hearing one of your requests instead, played by
an extraordinarily talented lady that most of us never get the chance to meet.

LUKE MARTIN explains the modern Greek ... what’s worse than tragedy?
I’m not going to lie, I dislike numbers.
If it’s the same for you, and you
only know the basics of the global
debt crisis, then this attempt at a
legitimate informative article is for
you. If you do like numbers, talk to
an ECOP kid. This one here is for us
honourable government kids (admit it
govt students, when we want actual
statistics, we go to our ECOP friends).
I have such disdain for numbers, I cut
a deal when I left school – I wouldn’t
bother them if they wouldn’t bother
me. How the bastards lied. We were
all only given a mere 12 months
before that hooker that Goldman
Sachs and Lehmann Brothers thought
they’d killed the night of the 2007
joint-staff Christmas party, reared
its whorish, statistic-ridden body up
from the floorboards in the form of
a Global Financial Crisis. The same
body that had made plenty of noises
that plenty of people pretended they
couldn’t hear for over a year or so.
But that was so 2008-09. Many of you
have asked me since then, ‘Why all
the hullaballoo?’ or, ‘The crisis is over!
Why are people still jumping up and
down about all this debt crap!?’ and
my personal favourite, ‘We BEAT the
recession! Didn’t we?!’
Whilst we may have ‘beaten’ one
recession, we are in serious danger of
another one. There is a truly inspiring
amount of sovereign debt that is
plaguing the West at the moment,
and will most likely continue to do so
for the next half a century. This article
is a summary – an explanation – as
to what is actually happening out
there in the big wide world, which will
hopefully give you all more reason
to stay on the safe side of the Quad’s
sandstone ramparts for the next
decade or so. So, what the hell else
is actually going on? If you have no
idea, let’s break it down, as simply as
tertiary education standards will allow.
First up on the red carpet of fiscal
bloodshed, we have the US. As I write
this, America’s national debt stands
just over $14.5 trillion. I’m glad I
don’t live in NYC, as that number is
impossible for those passing through
Times Square to avoid. A threefaction, Republican-dominated House
of Reps, and a Democratic President
and Senate, has until August 2 to
raise the already buckling debt ceiling
or risk sparking quite plainly, global
economic bestiality.

August 2. So that means that you’re all
either reading this in a (moderately)
stable economic environment, or a
burning post-apocalyptic wasteland,
run by feuding desert highwaymen
with a disproportionate amount of the
world’s refined oil. Hopefully, it is the
former – if it is the latter, stop reading
this now. Go get what little petrol and
canned goods you can, and put Mad
Max on whatever flash drive you have
available so as to study later.
However, $14.5 trillion. I mean, Jesus.
That number is 12 times Australia’s
GDP; or 2070 times the number of
people on our planet; or 60 times the
number of stars in our galaxy.
Or, $14.5 trillion.
However, US debt and its ceiling is the
short term. Greece is the long term.
The rest of the West is tied up in debt,
and what makes it all the worse, is
that in this age of rapid globalisation,
this debt is all interconnected. It’s
blurring the borders between 19th
century-inspired nationalism, and 21st
century corporatism.
You may have heard the term “PIGS”
fluttering round the news wires.
Collectively, they stand for Portugal,
Italy, Greece and Spain. Additionally,
if you include Ireland (sorry, Ireland),
throw another ‘I’ in there, and make
it “PIIGS”. Basically, these countries
now owe more than their GDP (what
they can actually produce), and are at
risk of defaulting on their debt, which
would be, for lack of a better word,
bad. Cosmically bad.
Why would it be bad? The countries
that make up the EU are economically
bound to one another, especially
through banks. If one or two major
European banks fall over, then you’ve
got a monetary shit storm. What
Spain’s banking problem is, so is the
UK’s. What Italy’s banking problem is,
so is Sweden’s. When Greece suffers, so
does Germany – and this is the real killer.

Germany and France have to try and
save Europe from a recession, and this
is pissing everyone off.
However, those two governments –
contrary to the popular belief of your
average German and Frenchman –
are not giving out Euros willy-nilly to
Greeks and letting them booze it up
in the grove of Athena. The countries
are, quite simply, giving money to
their own banks, which is an attempt
to cover bad loans that were made to Greece.
Your basic questions might be as follows:
Why are there riots in Athens? The
Greek people are getting mortally
screwed over due to government
cuts in…well, everything. To get their
bailout money, the Papandreou
Government had to make deep,
seething cuts to the national budget hence the screaming and the fighting
and the Molotovs (Why shouldn’t they
be allowed to officially retire at 58!?).
Why are there protests in Berlin and
Paris? Because German and French
taxpayers are having to foot the bill
that covers the stuff-ups of everyone
involved.
Does anyone have any other choice?
No. Well, not really any other choice.
I only asked for so much of your time,
so let’s just go with ‘No.’
That is it, in a nutshell. Greece can’t
pay the money back, and so the
governments of those two countries
have been forced to ‘bail-out’ the
country (and the banks), or risk default.
A final question: how is this good for
Sydney Uni students?
Holidays to the US and Greece,
even in the Northern Hemisphere’s
summer, are going DIRT-cheap. Don’t
start saving for next year, because you
won’t have to.

Ah, Greece. With its incredible
ancient history (and – like Italy – a
history that bares no relation to the
gene pool of its modern population),
tourist hotspots and its crippling,
mortifying debt. Greece is the bane in
the collective arses of Germany and
France – and thus Europe – because
their major banks loaned too much
to the Hellenics during the boom
times. Now, like the US Government,
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TOM WALKER brings you
the news of the world.
The Egyptians are still in turmoil! Hosni
Mubarak is soon to stand trial on charges
of corruption and ordering the killing of
protestors. Mubarak (83), his two sons
and seven associates will be put on trial in
a convention centre in front of hundreds
of spectators. It’s been confirmed that for
their protection, the men will be held in a
giant cage. It’s unconfirmed whether the
first to escape the cage will be awarded
the Intercontinental Championship and
defend it at Summerslam.

Still on Egypt, conservative Islamist
forces have made a push to establish
themselves in the political void that
followed Mubarak’s hasty departure.
Tens of thousands of Egyptian Islamists
(ranging from the ultra-puritanical Salafi
to the comparatively moderate but still
pretty puritanical Muslim Brotherhood)
convened in Tahrir Square in Cairo calling
for an Egypt under strict religious law.
Chants heard were “Islamic, Islamic,
neither secular nor liberal”, banners
seen were “Islamic law is above the
constitution”. Unless something got lost
in translation, Egyptian conservatives use
far fewer puns than their Western counterparts.

news

Why international debt matters.

News In
Briefs

Alan Jones is under investigation by the
ACMA after saying that human beings
produce “0.001% of carbon dioxide in the
air.” Jones denied making the remark, but
a recording of his broadcast on March 15
clearly features Jones saying it. Although
human beings produce a lot of pollution,
very little of it is as regrettable as Alan
Jones.

The amateur comedian who attacked
Rupert Murdoch with a foam pie has
been convicted of assault and causing
harassment, alarm and distress. Jonathan
May-Bowles (stage name Jonnie Marbles)
tweeted about the attack moments
before it happened, then was promptly
dumped by his girlfriend over Twitter.
He threw a plate at an octogenarian.
Tianamen, it ain’t.

Baseline convictions within the Victorian
legal system are under review, to be
determined via internet polling of
Victorians. The courts are literally
handing decisions over to the internet.
Have these people ever been to the
internet?! Bad idea bad idea BAD IDEA.
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R The Norway Tragedy and the dangers of assumption
TIM SCRIVEN analyses Anders Breivik’s ideology.
There are two equal and opposite
errors one can make in trying to
understand Anders Breivik. On one
hand, some have argued he is a
random ‘nut’, his ideology unrelated
to his actions. He is ‘mad’ and thus
his ideology does not need to be
understood. On the other hand some
have claimed that he is a fascist, or a
Christian fundamentalist, an attempt
to smuggle Breivik into categories
where he does not belong.

FARRAGO

The problem with viewing Breivik as a
nut, or essentially as a random actor,
is that it is a dodge. It downplays the
role that a culture of ideological hate,
generated by the right, played in the
formation of Breivik. Suggestions
that Breivik is incomprehensible, or
as Peter Hartcher put it “criminally
deranged”, only serve to obscure
the motives and causes of Breivik’s
actions. Breivik quotes many right
wing commentators, thinkers and
politicians in his manifesto, and

regards them as fellow travellers;
disturbingly he praises Keith
Windschuttle, John Howard and Cardinal
George Pell. Breivik’s obsession with
the right wing commentariat is no
throwaway theme; it is persistent, and
in Breivik’s own view, instrumental.
On the other hand, it is just as mistaken
to think that Breivik fits neatly into preexisting taxonomies of the far right.
Breivik is a right wing extremist, but
if we are to counteract his particular
form of hate, we must recognise its
novelty. Anders is not a rightwing
Christian fundamentalist. He describes
his decision to support Christianity
in tactical terms and boasts openly
of planning to hire sex workers. Nor
is he a fascist in the traditional sense
of the term. His economic thought is
libertarian. Allegedly, he is a monoculturist rather than a traditional racist;
culture is what matters for Breivik. He’s
a fervent pro-zionist, describing Israel as
our “cultural cousin”.

Breivik regards himself as a classical
liberal. He lists Rorty and John Stuart
Mill among his favourite thinkers. Parts
of his work on the dangers of Islam
could have been written by some of the
less admirable writers of the new atheist
movement. Muslims are in the grip of
a “hate ideology” in his opinion and
are dangerous precisely because they
threaten the conditions of a free and
harmonious society. Other religions do
not share this danger. Much more Glenn
Beck than Adolf Hitler, Breivik represents
an adaptation of hate to modern
conditions. He is a furious, twisted, right
liberalist rejecting the pluralism and
tolerance that (supposedly) forms the
heart of the liberal ideology to which
he claims to subscribe.
Anders Breivik’s actions will almost
certainly inspire copy-cat atrocities; such
is the nature of terrorism. If we wish
to combat his particular perversion of
thought, we must recognise that it has
deep roots in a culture of right wing
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will be more generosity, more tolerance,
more democracy.”
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THE ISLAMIC FASHION POLICE
MICHAEL STAMP sees the reasonable in the crazies and the crazy in the reasonables.
It was on a heated night in 2010 that
Carnita Matthews, 47, boiled over
bigtime. The police video captured the
moment perfectly. In a thick accent,
Ms. Matthews let fly at the officer
challenging her over a minor traffic
violation. ‘You look at me and see me
wearing this’, she screamed, ‘and you
couldn’t handle it. All cops are racist’.
Attired from head to toe in a flowing
black burqa, she assured herself
in one impolitic outburst that her
attire, rather than her extensive
history of traffic violations and unpaid
fines, was the reason for the law
catching up to her on the side of the
road that evening. And then, as an
unidentified burqa-clad woman later
made a complaint, the police had the

temerity to rip the veil from Matthews’
unwilling face in order to identify her.
This sordid defrocking carried the
markings of a wider social tension
boiling over: a grubby racist action
from an instrument of power onto a
beleaguered Muslim minority.
Later, it emerged that the complaint
made at Campbelltown Station was
false – the police camera atop the
dashboard proved it – and Carnita
Matthews was sentenced to six
months’ imprisonment for lying on
a statutory declaration. A police
statement read before the court in
Matthews’ trial revealed a rather
prosaic reason for wanting the accused
to remove her veil. ‘I’m looking at you’,
Sergeant Paul Kearney recalled telling

Matthews, ‘and all I can see is two
eyes’.
Most will be familiar with the public
outrage that followed Carnita
Matthew’s acquittal on appeal.
As technicalities go, being let off
because there was no proof that it
was Matthews herself that made the
false complaint, just another pair
of eyes, was wafer thin. The State
Government moved quickly to allow
officers to judiciously ask for facial
coverings to be removed, and major
Muslim associations had no difficulty
in accepting the changes. The bearded
goons outside the court who gave a
fist-pumping song-and-dance number
were more tabloid fodder than people
noted for rational song-and-dance.

And so the issue of burqas and the
law appears to have closed. The
burqa was separated from Carnita,
so to speak. Although she walked
free (and presumably walked to her
car, hopped in, and reversed into a
tree), the garment has come under
closer scrutiny by readers of The Daily
Telegraph than the time the strap
fell off Emma Watson’s dress. If one’s
going to have a piss and moan over not
putting on her P Plates properly, than
another’s surely going to stow an AK in
her bloomers!
Readers of Honi are probably planted
firmly enough in the AB demographic
to ignore that type of discourse,
though it necessitates navigating
the media between two bodies of

MUCH ADO ABOUT SOMETHING: Internet Anonymity
A few things first; Anonymity on the
internet is only possible thanks to a
handful of contributing factors – mainly
the difficulty of data-mining the sea of
information out there to get anything
useful, and the difficulty of subpoenaing
IP addresses. Your average member of
Anonymous is, well, not anonymous.
When you post on any board your IP
address is logged, and if you route it
through a proxy server it is still traceable
to you. Encryption can be broken. Logs
can be recovered. Even if you limit
yourself to internet cafés, an IP Lookup
will have you down to the terminal
you sat at, and the security footage
will show you entering and leaving the
premises. The panopticon exists, right
before our very eyes.

an outmoded survival instinct or the
product of a drive to something far
grander and ineffable is up to you.
Whatever the reason, the idea that
someone I’ve never met knows the
types of websites I browse or the things
I say – as sanitary and legal as they
totally are – is repulsive to me. It’s a
virtue of the digital age that is worth
hardship.

Some common arguments against
anonymity revolve around terrorism,
cyber-bullying, and child pornography.
But the truth is that these things can
(and usually do) occur without the
anonymity that luddites assume is
so crucial for them to occur on the
internet (and, as we’ve established,
hard to obtain). They’re the products of
… alright, fine, pseudonymous access
unstable personalities, extremists and
to an overlay network grants you some
the like, and spring from a faultline in
degree of freedom, but you’re exceeding society that won’t be fixed simply by
the scope of the discussion, hypothetical gagging it.
person, and I’ve barely started. You’re
Anonymity, and thus a lack of
ruining everything.
accountability, online or off, is a
My point is that the limited anonymity
commodity that any hegemony desires
we have now is fragile. As the careening and hoards. Celebrities hide from the
funicular of human progress takes us to public eye, but damn do they like to
new and unfortunate places, we try to
Tweet. Corporations hold sway over
turn our vision backwards and regulate
our lives through armies of proxies
the brilliant, gleaming things that are
and finagling. Governmental edicts are
left behind. Aeroplanes, automobiles,
really only beholden to the party in
rifles, drugs, and all that. So I fear that,
opposition. Even kings would only have
as our technological sophistication
to deal with their vassals, while the serfs
increases with every CPU die shrink,
worshipped the shit they shat.
anonymous access to the internet may
For the first time in human history,
be even harder to obtain.
anyone – the haves or the have-nots
I think the heart of the issue is that I
– can commune on an equal footing.
don’t like other people knowing what
Some would have you give up this flashI’m doing without my authorisation.
in-the-pan of equality and liberty for a
I think that’s a natural inclination of
jot of false security, to the detriment of
any human being, and whether it’s
everyone, forever.
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university student thought for the
purposes of totally relevant coffee
natter.
The first is the libertarian approach,
which promotes that everyone is free
to do as they please, so long as they
like the ANZAC legend, are white,
and look like they’ve been hit in the
face with a pan and are from Castle
Hill. This does tend to exclude burqa
wearers as being anti-women’s rights.
A-huh. Ban them!
The other is the bailiwick of those
barge-arsed old Trots who walk around
tailed by the pallid first-year guinea
pigs of the Revolution. (As they tend
to disappear quickly, I presume they
are eaten periodically behind Kelly’s).

Their view is stridently Manichaen.
Everyone is racist. You don’t think
you are? Wrong, racist. Hamas will be
totally fabulous for the burgeoning
gay collectivist movement in the
Palestinian territories.
There are shades of grey, of course,
and rational debates to be had. If the
above appear to be elements within
your conversation, however, make an
excuse and leave. As for my view? Sure,
you can elect to wear seven feet of
black polyester on a hot day, it doesn’t
bother me. I won’t be joining in; I cop
enough flak as it is wearing a tweed
jacket to the office.

Against anonymity, FELIX SUPERNOVA
When I tried to fake my own death, my
Facebook was immediately filled with
heinously offensive remarks from fifteen
year old boys from around the world.
These people managed to manufacture
false identities to heckle my still warm
corpse simply because online security
isn’t good enough. Surely the simple
answer to this conundrum is to enforce a
mandatory real name policy universally
for the internet, as is the law in South
Korea.
Fooey to those who say online anonymity
is important to those who want to have
their name blanked out for personal
or embarrassing reasons. Those South
Koreans smash shameful amounts
of WoW and Starcraft and aren’t
embarrassed of shit.
As a regular forum user I believe we
need to send a message to the trolls. You
aren’t welcome, you’re not funny and
if you suggest I am of the homosexual
persuasion again I will be forced to
release a statement saying that while
there’s nothing wrong with that, these
things you print are libel. Do you know
how weird of a position that is to be put
in? You come off like a jerk.

balaclava going to the supermarket in
case someone remembered your face
and hunted you down? We’re giving
society far too much credit in regards
to how many homicidal maniacs it
can retain before it collapses entirely.
It’s not just about recognition
though, is it? It’s about those whingy,
lefty, bleeding hearts demanding
‘rights’ that go far beyond actual
necessities. You want the ‘right’
to avoid having to deal with the
consequences of saying something
dumb and being called on it? I bet
you do. It was like this with the whole
‘right to a clean environment’ thing
and look where that got us. Q.E.D.

Also, fun fact: just because you have a
name doesn’t mean someone will leap
out of your computer and steal your
identity. While it’s true that all identity
theft victims so far have had names,
I don’t think that being named is a
causative factor of any kind.
The idea that we should hide behind a
mystic shroud simply because we’re on
a computer is absurd. Would you wear a

Felix Supernova (not pictured)
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Pro anonymity, MICHAEL RICHARDSON
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It’s Wheely Good!
oo
Cadel Evan’s performance in the Tour de France was a veritable Tour de France, says MAX HALDEN.
If you had an early morning lecture last
Monday, you may have noticed a few strange
things. Maybe there were a few more coffees
being quietly nursed than usual, a couple
of snorers in the back row or a confusing
number of people wearing green and gold
bike shorts. Or maybe all of the above.

sport

And unless you have a lot of hung over
cyclists in your class, it was probably
something to do with Cadel Evans. For those
who missed it, during the wee hours of the
morning in Australia, Cadel Evans (now to be
referred to exclusively as ‘our’ Cadel) was
crowned the winner of ‘the race that wakes
a nation’, the Tour de France. The prestigious
cycling race, celebrating its 97th outing
this year, is almost as old as Federation,
equally hard to complete and probably
about as boring to watch. Over 23 days,
the cyclists cover nearly 3500 kilometers in
about 86 hours of riding. This is an almost
superhuman feat not only for the riders but
also the commentators, who have to know
more about rural French history, geography
and architecture than a Sydney Uni French
major to keep blabbing for hours on end.
For those of us, who think a Yellow Jersey
is a type of cow and Cadel is a brand of
cigarettes, jumping on ‘le Tour’ bandwagon
can be an uphill climb (a little cycling joke
for you there). Lest you end up like Mia
Freedman, who started a media storm-in-ateacup last week for making the ridiculous
suggestion that our adulation for sports
stars is a little overblown (cue outrage), here
are a few lesser known facts about Cadel
Evans to help boost your true blue, sporting
credentials.
(Australian flag for wearing as a cape and
Southern Cross tattoo not included).

“that song which you can’t turn off when
you go to the Cadel Evans website”.
4. Apparently, one of his nicknames is
Cuddles. Nawwwwwwwww. Also, his name
is an anagram of Dance Slave. Take from
this what you will.

Above: Cadel Evans

1. Cadel Evans was kicked in the head by a
horse as a child. This becomes slightly less
funny when you find out it left him in a coma
for a week. But if you imagine it with zany
sound effects and a talking horse saying
something like “You’ll get a real kick out
of this”, Funniest Home Video-style, these
reservations evaporate. Schadenfreude is a
wonderful thing.
2. Cadel is married to concert pianist, gospel
choir singer and teacher at an Italian music
academy, Chiara Passerini. In her downtime,
Passerini maintains a blog called Chiara
and the Little Sparrows, which is (nearly) a
cycling free zone and is an avid Twitter user.
Highlights include “Never had so many kg’s
of zucchini …” and “Is this Twitter working?”.
Inspirational.
3. Earlier this year, Cadel had a song written
about him called “Let Me Ride”. Penned by
Patrick O’Brien and performed by Andre
Camilleri, both Melbournites and self
confessed sports nuts, fans will know the
song for its inspirational lyrics and uplifting
composition. Others will probably know it as

5. A man in Sydney’s west was so
impressed by Evans’ second place effort
in the Tour De France in 2007 that he
named his son Cadel. The Cranebrook
man somehow managed to convince his
wife that this was a good idea despite the
cyclists’ surname being one letter away
from an actual first name. This was either
amazing foresight by the dad or part of
a resurgence in naming children after
Welsh royalty. Look out for more Gryffuds,
Madogs and Cadwallons in the future.
6. Cadel’s favourite artists include Enya
and the Eurythmics, one of his favourite
books is The Snow Leopard and he loves
Tin Tin. He hates negative people and
smokers. At least no-one is going to
accuse him of being Australia’s coolest
cyclist …
And all this on top of the fact that he is
the oldest Tour De France winner since
World War 2, a multi-millionaire and
due to have the College Street cycleway
in the city named after him. So until we
become obsessed with another sporting
star (newly crowned 100m freestyle world
champion James Magnussen anyone?!),
it’s all about Cadel … maybe just don’t
mention the ‘Cuddles’ thing in front of his
supporters.

YOU THOUGHT
WE’D STOPPED
BUILD-A-BEAR,
DIDN’T YOU?
Honi Soit cannot stress enough that this bear will get built.

WRONG!

by HARRY MILAS

Benita Collings
When I heard I was going to be talking to Benita
Collings the only person more excited than me was
my mum. She unearthed a photo of me holding
Benita’s hand when I was four, and wanted me to
ask what her favourite Playschool toy was. It’s Big
Ted.

I have that information because I sat down for
forty-five minutes and had a coffee with a woman
who entertained not only me, but also millions
of children nation-wide for thirty years, and
for four hundred and one episodes. But sitting
down and talking to her revealed a lot more than
the Playschool persona. “I’m an actor first and
foremost,” she says, of the career she started in the
1960s. “Playschool was just another gig. Nobody
knew much about it.”
Benita actually failed her first audition for the
show. “I didn’t know my lines,” she admits, with a
real and very sincere look of concern on her face.
“How utterly embarrassing!” But on a second try,
her lines learnt, she got a job that remains the
envy of actors nation-wide, although she contends
that working on Playschool was reasonably easygoing. “You only work ten days in the year,” she
says. “For the rest you’re always looking for new
things and working.” She said her motivation for
auditioning was fuelled by her desire to “hopefully
eat more.” She also admits that before getting
the job she didn’t have much to do with children,
but says this worked to her advantage; this was a
job for an actor, not a kids entertainer. “When you
present the show you’re looking down the barrel
of a camera, and it’s wise to talk like you’re talking
to one child,” she says with actor’s intuition. “Not
children, just one child.”
Fast-forward thirty years: a surprise flew around
the Australian media. Benita, along with five
other presenters, was fired from Playschool. “The
Telegraph put it thusly: ‘they were let go,’” she
says. “We were fired. Not in a way of elegance

and kindness. We were just suddenly not used any
more.” But, ever the performer, Benita thought,
“Why take my bat and go home?” So she continued
to do the Playschool concerts for another few
years, before finally moving on.
After that change, Benita has entered a new part of
her career. She has explored new pathways, such as
working at NIDA training people in public speaking
and presentation, as well as bit parts in the Nicolas
Cage film Knowing, and the new film Sleeping
Beauty. “It’s my home,” she says of these makebelieve worlds. “Whenever I walk onto a set I’m
home.” She also appears regularly at the Enmore
Theatre, judging Theatresports and competing
in celebrity impro shows. All of this shows that if
anything Benita Collings is working as hard as ever,
not slowing down.
After interviewing Benita I went home and started
to write this piece, and before I knew it my
girlfriend, mother and father were all crowded
around my laptop watching YouTube clips of
Playschool. We found the seminal classics, like
Spike Milligan’s “Ning Nang Nong” song, various
craft sessions, Big Ted, Little Ted, Matilda, Humpty
and Jemima. I realised I remember those toys
as distinctly as my own. I also realised that I had
had the “Rocket Clock” song stuck in my head
for roughly seventeen years. Other presenters of
note floated in and out, but Benita stood out as
a performer with kindness and playfulness as her
motivation. I highly recommend that you go onto
YouTube and look these old videos up.
Benita and her fantastic huge hair remain a very
big part of the childhood of pretty much anyone
that is reading this article on campus, and she is
humbly aware of this. She remains a hard working
performer in her own right, but is immortalised as
an image and voice of a young generation, and the
sound of a sigh of relief from the parents who got a
half hour break from us.
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On Friday 22 July, more people were killed in Norway
than in the Port Arthur, Columbine and Virginia Tech
massacres combined. The twin attacks on Oslo and
Regjeringskvartalet were tragic, senseless violence. But
what followed was a media shitstorm that deserves
some scrutiny and condemnation of its own.
The hours after any terrorist attack are peculiar and
challenging for media outlets. When a state has been
attacked it goes into information lockdown. It takes
time to pull from the rubble some coherent account of
what has happened, how many people are dead and
who is responsible. On September 11 2001 it took two
minutes for news stations to replace programming with
the live footage of black smoke coming from the North
Tower. But it took a full hour to confirm a hijacking, and
a further 11 hours for the administration to confirm Al
Qaeda’s involvement.

feature

Even after the basic facts have been established it is
not clear if the attack is over, or how much can be
reported without jeopardising national security. There
is frequently infrastructural chaos that means reporters
cannot or should not go to the scene of an attack. In this
limbo of confusion, news organisations usually interrupt
scheduled programming, switching to continuous tickers
and pundits who riff off each other until developments
are fed to them through an earpiece. In the fug and
the fear, with the need to fill time and crunch out copy,
reporters speculate.
In Norway, in this environment of continuous coverage
and sparse and conflicting information, the narrative
emerged that the state was under attack from Islamist
terrorism. Fox News used its ill-boding ‘News Alert’ to
announce “Jihad in Norway”, a phrase which stayed
either in the ticker or behind presenters for hours. The
Sun’s front page headlined with: “Al Qaeda Massacre”.
The Washington Post reporter Jennifer Rubin blogged
that “in all likelihood the attack was launched by part
of the jihadist hydra.” The Wall Street Journal reported
that “the attacks were the work of a jihadist group”. Fox
News cancelled scheduled interviewees in favour of exState Department officials, who offered commentary on
the growth of Islamism in Scandinavia.
Not all of the comments made in this context were
totally erroneous. Norway has arguably antagonised
Al Qaeda in recent history. The Norwegian paper
Aftenpotsen reprinted the infamous Jyllands-Posten
cartoons of Mohammed in 2010, five years after their
original appearance, and promptly received threats
in the mail. In November Norway’s police re-opened
the investigation into the attack on William Nygaard,
publisher of the Norwegian edition of The Satanic

Verses in Norway. There had been threats made in
videos and delivered to the government over its
involvement in Afghanistan.
No news organisation was wrong in mentioning
any of those things. But it is dangerous speculation
to link those facts to the attack, and falsely spread
the Al Qaeda narrative. Calling “Al Qaeda” meant
Norwegian schoolchildren watched images of their
country in chaos, while believing that men like
Osama bin Laden could be in their country; that
they were the victims of a terror network that spans
continents and time, where the only guarantee is
that there are more of them out there. It meant
Muslim families were steeling themselves for the
hideous ‘reprisals’ experienced by the Islamic
communities of terrorised nations.
But in the small hours of July 22, it emerged that
a blonde-haired, blue-eyed Christian had claimed
responsibility for the attacks; a Norwegian by the
name of Anders Behring Breivik, whose 1500 page
manifesto opposes the “Islamisation of Europe” and
“the Marxist agenda”. Whoops.
Of course, some mistakes are to be expected in the
post-attack madness. The news gods are hungry. The
pressure to be first with developments is enormous.
Reporters must file and keep filing. Fact checking
slows down the whole operation, and your audience
will go somewhere that’s delivering faster.

When the shooter’s identity
was confirmed, the word
‘terrorism’ disappeared from
Fox News’ tickers for roughly
thirty hours.
That’s why on September 11 the Associated
Press ‘confirmed’ car bombings outside the State
Department in Washington D.C. that simply had
not happened. In Norway Islamist group Ansar
al-Jihad al-Alami complicated matters by claiming
responsibility for the attacks. The New York Times
picked up on the name and ran it in print as
“responsible” before any counter-terrorism experts
had gone on record to confirm that the group
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existed, let alone whether it was responsible.
(It does, but it wasn’t.) The Times’ reports on
al-Alami came ultimately from one source, a
reporter-cum-blogger named Will McCants,
who tweeted that he had access to the
group’s website and could confirm the group’s
involvement. Nobody but Mr McCants could
verify this, because (wait for it) the site was
password-protected. But terrorist groups make
claims like this all the time and we know about
it. Fledgling terror groups in Somalia and parts of
Yemen often claim links to Al Qaeda for dustygoat-path cred. These links were subsequently
denied by Al Qaeda or disproved by the CIA,
and while McCants and The New York Times
issued apologies and retractions, they helped
contribute to the furore and the false narrative.
Even after McCants’ retraction, the BBC, The New
York Times, The Guardian and The Washington
Post were still circulating information originally
sourced from McCants. A simple fact check could
have prevented the problems, but the terrorist
narrative is media-friendly. There are experts on
call. There are names we know and can repeat,
and it grips people with fear and keeps them
watching or reading. But being the first to report
something surely doesn’t matter if you don’t get
it right.

memos to reporters, containing instructions on what
language to use in order to construct a message. One
such memo from the days of former Fox vice-president
John Moody read: “Let’s refer to the US marines we see
in the foreground as ‘sharpshooters’ not snipers which
carries a negative connotation.” It’s not such a leap to
infer a similar editorial choice being made here, and its
significance is clear: it’s only terrorism if it’s Islamic.

A combination of sloppy reporting and a decent dose of
editorial bias saw a false narrative constructed out of a
terrible tragedy. Rushed reporting on large-scale atrocities
not only exacerbates the harm done to those immediately
affected, but also creates more victims by demonising
minorities and perpetuating widespread prejudice.

The speed with which conjecture makes the
jump from cyber-speculation to printed fact is
extraordinary. Twitter is being increasingly relied
upon by journalists. On a minute-by-minute
basis, Twitter beat AP to the biggest stories this
year—bin Laden’s death, Assange’s arrest and
the Norway bombings included. But Twitter has
also spread the news of Hugh Heffner’s death
three times in the last year. News organisations
seem incapable of differentiating evidence from
trending opinion.

Reporting on terrorism is more than just a competitive
media game or a race for ratings. These aren’t the
same sorts of mistakes that people quickly get over, like
reporting a celebrity death hoax. There are far more
serious repercussions. When you report that Norway
has been the victim of a jihadist terrorist, you plunge an
entire country into unimaginable fear. There were real
families of real people who died at Oslo, and there were
European citizens seeing newspapers headlines and
believing that Al Qaeda’s ugliness was reaching into their
continent again. Calling “Al Qaeda” is a huge decision, and
for many innocent Muslim families it is a bell that cannot
be unrung.

Again, mistakes are especially likely in the terror
and confusion after an attack. The important part
is how news organisations deal with them; it is
the litmus test of their credibility. After the facts
emerged from Oslo, The New York Times, The
Washington Post and Associated Press all issued
retractions on the day. Later, but still important,
were the retractions from The Wall Street Journal
and the Sun.
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Fox News, however, deserves a closer look.
When the shooter’s identity was confirmed, the
word ‘terrorism’ disappeared from Fox News’
tickers for roughly thirty hours. This might seem
like an insignificant alteration. But we know past
Fox executives have distributed agenda-setting
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Fox seemed very reluctant to give up on the narrative that
Islamism had struck Norway. On July 23 and 24, well after
the Norway-Al-Qaeda myth had been debunked, three
different experts appeared with Bill O’Reilly to discuss
how these attacks might send a message to opponents
of the war on terror, and how Islamism in Scandinavia is
still an imminent threat. Fox is a business that delivers
to a demographic with predictable psychology. It has an
elderly, American, Republican Christian audience with
an understandable fear of Islamist terror returning, and
it makes perfect business sense for this to colour its
reporting of Norway. But Fox’s bias created and sustained
a false narrative about Norway that was not only wrong
but dangerous and cruel. And there were no retractions.

The Tunes

P sleepmakeswaves
An interview by JESS STIRLING

The
Stage

SHAUN COLNAN saw a play,
and thinks you should too.
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I don’t know anything about sleep making waves, but I do know
From the opening moments of The Other One, SUDS’
that this Sydney-based progressive/post rock four piece most
own Hayley Gordon flexes her playwriting muscles. But
certainly are. Feeling nervous about my ignorance regarding the
maybe that’s too masculine a metaphor given the play’s
post rock genre, I may or may not have required (hint: I did) a brief
girl power subject matter.
explanation before commencing the interview (for those playing
Covering the life and times of Anita Pollitzer, a crusader for
at home, bassist Alex rather pithily describes it as “rock instruments
women’s suffrage, The Other One is witty, thought provoking
for non-rock purposes”). Basically, what this translates to, ladies and
and full of story, a big win for student-written theatre. Finn Davis’
gentlemen, is music without lyrics—gasp! Armed with this rudimentary
artful direction makes for some powerful theatrical moments and
information, I moseyed on over to their album launch last week to discover
his presence is felt most in the staging choices. While the set
a bit more. Formed in 2006, the band released three EPs to the appreciative
remains sparse, we see a whole world on stage – an abstract
ears of Sydney, forging out a new and exciting direction in this underground
world bound by symbolic power struggles.
genre. I was interested to know how it feels to be an essentially instrumental
band in a music scene where success is generally achievable via squeezing
The suffragette era provides an interesting and important
into a pair of skinny jeans and warbling out a few melancholic lyrics about a
political narrative in itself, but Gordon’s true authorial
girl. Bassist Alex reckons that “It’s sort of good and bad because some people
presence is felt most strongly when imagination deviates
might just say they don’t want to have a bar of it because vocals are what they’re
from fact. The play has an eeriness rarely seen in realist
in to, but the other thing is that you have the chance to appeal to a really broad
theatre; the liberties taken with the passage of time
range of people. A lot of people are really picky about vocals so they won’t listen
create a strange yet compelling atmosphere and the
to a band because it doesn’t have the vocal style that they like.” Such broad appeal
utilised fruit symbolism gives us insight into human decay.
is immediately evident in the range of influences evident on the album, from tracks
Adriane White is equal parts believable and enigmatic as Anita
that sound like something out of your garden variety indie rock band, to heavy metal,
Pollitzer. At one glance, she embodies strength and frailty as the
electro synths, 70s guitar riffs and all the way to rock operas and power ballads.
With a collaborative and varied song writing approach, and a plethora of influences
across the entirety of the musical spectrum, it’s no surprise that this album is not
quite like anything you might have heard before. “The great thing about these
guys is that they can just take any idea and totally flip it upside down and turn it
into something else,” says Otto, “Alex is great with that stuff, the electronics, he
can add glitch drums and cool little bells and whistles and add a third dimension
that it wouldn’t have otherwise.”
Bells, whistles and third dimensions aside, what really defines a SMW live set is
the emotional impact of their music. “The best bit is when you look out to the
crowd and you see someone with their eyes closed and a big grin on their face,
and you realise you’re having that effect on them,” says Kid. Latest addition to the
lineup, guitarist Otto, stands as testament to this, joining the band last year after
the amicable departure of their previous guitarist, after an extended period of
being “pretty much their biggest fan,” and getting to know the existing members at
their gigs. Otto describes the transition into an established band as being relatively
painless, due to his friendship with the members, and love of their previous work“I also just googled ‘how to join a band’” (me [incredulous]: “really?” Otto [shaking
head]: “no”. Dang.). It’s clear that his enthusiasm for the band, and obvious musical
talent gels perfectly with the existing lineup, and has contributed in a hugely
positive way to the direction of the band’s sound in this new release.
The first single off the album, (Hello) Cloud Mountain, with its whimsical title
(in fact, all the songs on the record have delightfully long titles that roll off the
tongue in quite a pleasing fashion), hints that the album will take you to strange
and wonderful places. Live, these guys are a sensory onslaught, invading your
eyes, ears and soles of your feet with all kinds of excellent sensations. Without
the usual structure of the lyrics to guide your listening through the aural
landscape, you’re never quite sure where one song ends and the next begins.
Die-hard fans of the old school lyric fear not—the sheer musical genius in
the combination of layered synths, heavy, rock-like guitar riffs and soaring
crescendos is as engaging as any linguistic masterpiece of Bob Dylan or
Marshall Mathers III (yep). “I have a lot of admiration of people who can
write the punchy, catchy three-minute pop song,” reveals guitarist Kid,
“if our band was a person, that’s just not the way [its] brain would
work. We try and do those kinds of things but it always ends up
coming out kind of weird, and a little bit different.”
And so, the morals of this story are as follows: good live
music can be a transcendental experience, genre labels
can be deceiving, lyrics are overrated and sometimes,
every now and then, light to moderate stalking of your
favourite band can in fact lead to happy endings, and
not just AVOs.
Sleepmakeswaves’ debut album …And So We
Destroyed Everything is out now, and you can
catch the band on their East Coast tour,
happening now.
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JAMES COLLEY is leaking everywhere.
Just look at your shoes!

suffragette at the centre of this biographical tale. An extended
direct address to the audience draws us in and coaxes a strong
reaction from us. Jonathan Dunk is solid as Pollitzer’s lover, State
Legislator Harry Burn. White and Dunk have onstage chemistry,
carried by the play’s moments of passion and comedic touches,
and the romance drives the plot. Special mention must go to Jeaux
Pfeffer, whose original score provides a complementary musical
backdrop which eventually becomes jarring when played under
Anita’s ultimate destruction. Rebecca Saffir and Sean Maroney
deliver intuitive performances and the supporting cast adds
nuance. The talent stretches far and wide across the cast and
crew of The Other One. This is a play in which the lead shines as
an emerging talent of SUDS. White’s grace endures, despite her
character’s downfall.
Finally, kudos to the playwright. Hayley Gordon has written a play
with great maturity in characterisation and the youthful charm of
witticisms, along with complex love affairs and the existential dilemma
of life without meaning. I suggest you get down to the Cellar Theatre to see the
work of an emerging playwright and a stellar cast.

It’s always difficult to find a definitive journalistic text to cover a
contemporaneous story. The second that WikiLeaks released the
Afghan war footage it seems that hundreds of writers went to
work preparing Julian Assange biographies. This makes the truly
insightful and interesting text a real diamond in the rough.

David Leigh and Luke Harding’s ‘WikiLeaks: Inside Julian Assange’s
War on Secrecy’ earns its title as the definitive insight into the

rise of WikiLeaks through its unparalleled inside access to the
working of WikiLeaks and the life of Assange. Written by two
leading journalists from British newspaper The Guardian, this
work distinguishes itself in both integrity and personal relation to
the story.

The benefit of being written by journalists from The Guardian is
that this text is able to thoroughly explore the process by which
WikiLeaks became famous (and subsequently infamous), via its
mass-publication agreements with newspapers The Guardian, The
New York Times, and German Der Spiegel.
Leigh and Harding’s work is not a blind praise of the work of
Assange. At times the journalists are highly critical of Assange’s
decisions, including his original desire to publish names of Afghani
informants and his claims that if the information released led
them to be killed they deserved it.
The insight given into the personal and political motivations of
Assange are rich, if sometimes surprising or even confusing. In
a bizarre exchange Assange even comes out in defence of The
News of The World over the (then significantly smaller) phonehacking accusations.

WikiLeaks: Inside Julian Assange’s War on Secrecy should not be

overlooked by anyone wishing to know more about the unfolding
of the WikiLeaks saga. Read with caution however, as this book
will remind you of news stories WikiLeaks uncovered and you
either missed or suppressed, leading to informed but thoroughly
depressing afternoons.
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DOM DIETRICH gets in touch with his artistic side. SHHHHHHHHHHHHHH.
She slips me the invitation, drawn in
black and white, in the silent formality of
Schaeffer Library. On it is a man, wide eyed
and a touch nervous, standing outside
a cave staring above at a mob of birds
squawking amongst a tangle of vines. A
speech bubble: “Join the Artcave! 10PM,
Sydney Uni. Fri 29/7 Graf Tunnel”.
Not sure what to expect from the evening, I
walk into the Graffiti tunnel and am greeted
in the middle by some of the event’s
organisers (many of whom are from The
Because Collective). A group huddle around
a constellation of candles. A pot of chai tea
is being heated, while down the stairs a set
of easels are being set up with blank pages.
Near the Manning Bar side of the tunnel, a
large sheet of clean blank paper lays spread
across the floor. This is strange. I’d expected
art, not empty pages.
Grace Mackey, who slipped me the
invitation, catches my sight and introduces
me to some of the event’s organisers. I
ask one of them, Shay Koren about the
blank pages. “This is open for people
to have a creative outlet. Whether you
see yourself as an artist or you don’t ...
just come and do whatever you like.”
Another of the organisers, Max Frieder (a
native of Colorado) explains the evening’s
philosophy. “Something where a lot of
people can participate, and that in itself is
the art-form ... it’s not necessarily just the
thing that’s on the wall but it’s everything that
made that.”
As we chat, a band of drums and guitar
arrive. Haphazardly organised, it would
see various permutations. At first, it sticks
to Django Reinhardtesqe gypsy jazz; the
addition of clarinet and saxophone does
little to change this. Then a singer joins
in, swinging the genre towards funk. By
the end, a santur (a 72 string instrument
from Iran) smoothes the evening into a
placid mood. Though an ad hoc cocktail of
strangers, the music is exceedingly good.

As the band simmers, a crowd coats the
walls, floors, themselves and each other in
paint. Crayon pictures of childish simplicity,
elegant human forms, blobs and globs,
spray-paint tags, a crisply rendered cartoon
image of a fireball with a grinning face. At
one point I notice two people considering
an idea. “Here?” one said. “No, over here,”
replies the other. Moments later, a splash
of yellow (the contents of a ten litre paintcan) bursts onto some stairs. Later, someone
steps by with shoes lathered in paint. He
walks with the slow, ridiculous manner of a
man pantomiming a monster. Sketches of a
shoe outline trail him.
The art lacks forethought and that, it seems,
is the point. Amy German, another of the
event organisers, says “it’s gotta be fast, it’s
gotta be really fast. You get the idea, then
make it happen fast before insecurities set
in.” This sort of atmosphere allows you to
amend a page of dripping orange script
by heating the paper underneath to a rust
brown, or pick up a crayon and fill a page
with contradictory statements (“system,
impro, work, play”), and feel proud of it.
The large blank page near the entrance
ultimately takes on many skins. At first
doodles, later Jackson Pollock sprays and
blobs, until finally a pool of purple paint
floods across much of its surface. This is
one of the pitfalls of impromptu collective
endeavours. But most of the time it works.
Whether this will become a regular
occurrence remains to be seen. “We don’t
really yet know what it’s going to be. It could
very well become something.” If it occurs
again, I’ll be there. The uninhibited gumbo
of musical rhythm, splashing colours, and
undulating forms provides a nice escape
from the daily grind.

GIG REVIEW:
THE HIVES
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Does anyone remember the explosion of the “The” bands? Cast your minds
back to 2001, where sweaty youngsters like The Yeah Yeah Yeahs, The
Strokes and The Vines were on the covers of every music magazine in the
world, in the background of every car ad and providing a sufficiently angsty
soundtrack to (some of) our teenage years. A major component of this new
wave of Stooges-inspired garage rock were The Hives. Their sharp black-andwhite aesthetic, the “fuck you” lyrics of Jagger-esque frontman Howlin’ Pelle
Almqvist (“Do what I please/gonna spread the disease/because I wanna”)
resounded with listeners who wanted rebellion without social consequence.
Ten years on, The Yeah Yeah Yeahs and The Strokes have evolved their sound
with each new album; they’ve done away with the shrieking and mumbling
in return for further critical acclaim, experimentation and side projects. The
Hives remain, for better or for worse, unchanged, still touring an album
released nearly five years ago, though this evening, the slightly subdued
crowd (perhaps the really enthusiastic fans were already at Splendour?)
were met with one or two new songs off the forthcoming album, mixed with
old favourites such as “Declare Guerre Nucleaire”, “Main Offender” and
“Hail Hail Spit n Drool”.
Despite the downbeat vibe of the evening, Almqvist had the
entire audience on board by the end of the show - getting
everyone to sit down then jump up at the pivotal moment in
“Tick Tick Boom” (with the four or five exceptions getting cans
thrown at them by the rest of the audience), with the highest
point of the evening being when a young fan was pulled up on
stage to play bass for the final song of the encore, and bowing
with the band.
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To be brutally honest, this concert was almost indistinguishable
from their show at the 2005 Big Day Out in Sydney. Or their
live DVD Tussels in Brussels. Or their Metro show in 2009. The
same stage tricks, the same moves from the
band, the same cockiness, with the addition
of roadies dressed as ninjas. This is not
necessarily a bad thing. It just depends what
you want for your ticket price - something
new, with an equal possibility of it being
great as it could be shit, or the same
show, with the same great songs and a
guaranteed good time.
The Hives have already done half the
work by writing great energetic songs
and and consistently meeting their
audiences’ expectations of a great live
show. The rest is what you bring to it.

THE SCREEN by Adam Hanssen and Gaston Gration
Captain America
What is it with Nazis and mystical artifacts? You would think that after Raiders of the Lost Ark, Hitler would
have sent out a company wide memo along the lines of “don’t fucking touch the mystical stuff.”
Just a few years ago scores of Nazis had their faces melt off for looking at the Ark of the Covenant. So logic
dictates that upon hearing this, Hugo Weaving’s Johann Schmidt would put the blue, radiating, cosmic cube
back where he found it and bunk off for the rest of the war. Instead, he has the idea (and convenient plot
filler) that it will lead him and his gimp-suit-clad followers to world domination. There is no real motive
behind Schmidt’s actions other than the fact that he is a giant dick and Captain America expects us to roll
with this.
Marvel’s Captain America opens with the scrawny Steve Rogers (Chris Evans) a man who bears an uncanny
resemblance to foetal Voldemort. The genetically- inferior scrapper from Brooklyn is rebuffed from joining
the army, but his efforts do not go unnoticed. He is offered the chance to become part of a top-secret
research project designed to create an army of super soldiers. Apparently, Stanley Tucci took the role of Dr.
Erskine because it allowed him to try out his German accent. It’s scheissen, but his character does manage
to transform a malnourished Steve Rogers into the roided-up juggernaut nerds know and love.
What follows is a whole bunch of faffing about before the powers that be (Tommy Lee Jones and esteemed
colleagues) realize that only Captain America can stop Schmidt’s dastardly plans. The myriad plot holes are
disconcerting to say the least, and the final climactic battle between the Captain and Schmidt still has us scratching
our heads. Did Schmidt died or become a god? Is he coming back for the Avengers or was that an acid trip? The
CGI can be awful at times; especially when Captain America is in motion (he likes jumping). The 3D—whilst not
necessarily bad—comes off as a poorly disguised attempt to wring more money out of moviegoers.
Ultimately, we couldn’t help but feel that Captain America was merely a $140 million trailer for Marvel’s upcoming
Avengers flick. The film is forgettable; it’s safe summer blockbuster fare with the occasional laugh thrown in for good
measure. But when all is said and done, the film leaves you $20 poorer and wishing the Captain would at least try to
polish his shield.

Who let the
pacifists in to
Photoshop?
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Best piece from your faculty?

Best piece at the Uni?

Win $300

Have your writing judged by
former Honi editor and current
SMH columnist, Lisa Pryor

Write 800 to 1000 words.

Win $1500

Floating cars!
Write 800 to 1000 words.

Hoverboards!
McFly!

Rising sea levels,
overpopulation,

What does the future mean to you?

food shortage.

The 2nd Annual Honi Soit
Opinion Competition

Too vague?

This year’s theme is:
the future is not what it used to be.

YES!

PAGE 16

Have a pen?

I love that stuff!

Inspired?

No, it’s depressing.

Go to tutorials?
Watch the news?
Read the newspaper?
Google the Twitter?

16

No.

Not a good
enough
writer?

SHUT
UP!

SUBMIT to honi.soit@src.usyd.edu.au

Q & A with students who need help
and a dog who has all the answers...
Send letters to: help@src.usyd.edu.au
Hi Abe,

and I still don’t have any friends. I’m
I have been at uni for 3 semesters now
e
with anyone. I know that uni is a plac
pretty shy, but don’t mind hanging out
do
can
I
I want to know what you think
of learning and not fooling around but
too many risks of embarrassment, and
to meet a few people without taking
putting myself out there too much.
From Sci 2

Dear Sci 2,
Making friends can be difficult, but it can
also be very rewarding. It is important to
know that an important part of being at
uni is the social side. You are meant to
learn from the course you’re enrolled in, as
well as from living.
There’s been heaps of research done that
shows that students who build a sense of
community at the university are far more
likely to be academically successful. I
think the easiest way to make friends is
to join a club or society. There are dozens
to choose from, so you should be able to
find something that even vaguely interests
you. The SRC has a number of collectives

too. These are issue-based groups
that work on campaigns throughout
the year. Check out some meetings of
some of the groups around to see if
you are interested.
Many classes have compulsory group
work assignment. You’ll be forced
to meet your fellow students then.
Chances are they are a bit nervous and
shy too. If you take the risk of “putting
yourself out there” and it fails, and
they don’t become your friends, then
you probably won’t care what they
think.
Good luck,
Abe

Contact SRC HELP
Students’ Representative Council, University of Sydney

Notice of 2011
Students’
Representative
Council
Annual Election

IMAGINE…
A University that
gives away money!
Ours does. There are dozens of
scholarships available to students in
a variety of situations and courses.
Some require you to achieve certain
grades, while others are just based
on your financial situation. The best
thing to do is to talk to the people in
the Scholarships Office to see what you
qualify for. Do that now so that you
don’t miss any deadlines.
The Financial Assistance Office also has
a scheme called a bursary. This is like
a loan that you don’t have to pay back.
Well, I guess you pay it back if you want

to, when you are rich and famous from
that Nobel Prize you won. Of course
there are conditions, but you shouldn’t
expect that someone would give you
$1000 without them.
If those two fail you might be eligible
for an interest free loan. You can’t beat
those rates anywhere. This can be used
in emergency situations, like if you lose
you job, or if you have to buy a bunch of
text books. This is administered through
the Financial Assistance Office so see
them for details.

Satellite Campus Students
Did you know that the SRC has a caseworker who can help you regardless of
wherever you study? Contact: help@src.usyd.edu.au for more details.

phone: (02) 9660 5222 | email: help@src.usyd.edu.au
www.src.usyd.edu.au | Level 1, Wentworth Building
If you are not on main campus contact SRC on: 0466 169 664

Drop-ins (no Appointment required)
Tuesdays & Thursdays, 1 to 3pm
Level 1, Wentworth Buliding

Nominations for the Students’ Representative Council Annual
Elections for the year 2011 close at 4.30pm Wednesday 24th
August 2011. Polling will be held on the 21st and 22nd of
September 2011. Pre-polling will also take place outside the
SRC Offices Level 1 Wentworth Building on Tuesday 20th
of September 2011 from 10 am - 3pm. All students who are
duly enrolled for attendance at lectures are eligible to vote.
Members of the student body who have paid their affiliation
fees to Council are eligible to nominate and be nominated,
except National Union of Students national office bearers.
Fulltime officebearers of the SRC may also nominate as NUS
delegates.

Nomination forms can be downloaded from the SRC website:
www.src.usyd.edu.au, or picked up from SRC Front Office
(Level 1, Wentworth Building).

Nominations are called for the following elections/positions
and open 3rd August 2011:

Nominations which have not been delivered either to the locked box
in the SRC front office or to the post office box shown above and
submitted online by the close of nominations will not be accepted
regardless of when they were posted.

(a) The election of the Representatives to the 84th SRC
(33 positions)
(b) The election of the President of the 84th SRC
(c) The election of the Editor(s) of Honi Soit for the 84th SRC
(d) The election of National Union of Students delegates for
the 84th SRC (7 positions)

Nominations must also be lodged online along with your policy
statement and Curriculum Vitae (optional), by close of nominations
at: www.src.usyd.edu.au. For more information, call 9660 5222.
Signed nomination forms and a printed copy of your online
nomination must be received no later than 4.30pm on Wednesday
24th August, either in the locked box at the SRC Front Office
(Level 1 Wentworth), or at the following address:
PO Box 794, Broadway NSW 2007.

The Regulations of the SRC relating to elections are available on-line
at www.src.usyd.edu.au or from the SRC Front Office
(level 1, Wentworth Building).
Authorised by Stephen Lesslie, SRC Electoral Officer 2011.
Students’ Representative Council, The University of Sydney
Phone: 02 9660 5222 | www.src.usyd.edu.au

Cheap
BOOKS
Secondhand

NEW Location!
Level 4, Wentworth Building
(Next to the International Lounge)
Hours: Mon to Fri 9am - 4.30pm
Phone: (02) 9660 4756
Email: books@SRC.usyd.edu.au

on campus now!

Current second-hand text books on sale now!

www.src.usyd.edu.au

BIG Savings when you buy
your course books with us!
• We have textbooks for most
Sydney Uni Courses
• We buy & sell textbooks
according to demand
• You can sell your books on
consignment. Please phone us
before bringing in your books.
• We are open to USYD students
& the public
Search for text books online
www.src.usyd.edu.au/default.php
Call 02 9660 4756 to check
availability and reserve a book.

SRC HELP

ASK ABE

V
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Donherra Walmsley
president@src.usyd.edu.au
twitter: @srcpresident

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Learning Spaces
If you’ve walked through level 2 of the
Jane Foss Russell Building since the
beginning of semester, you’ve probably
noticed that there is a snazzy new
space above SciTech, where there was
formerly just empty space with a few
couches. If you haven’t already seen it,
I suggest having a look – the new space
– the Tech Lounge - was designed as
a student common room, and it has
couches, computers, Xbox Kinects,
and a whole bunch of other stuff. This
space provides a way for the University
to trial new and different technologies
on a small scale before rolling things
out to the bigger learning spaces
across campus, which means that
they are really keen on hearing your
feedback about what does and doesn’t
work, so head over and check it out:
the space is having its official launch
this Wednesday from 2:30-4pm.
The Tech Lounge is part of a bigger
learning spaces project happening
across the University – currently there
are plans to redevelop Carslaw, PNR,
and Fisher Library; and level 4 of
the Wentworth Building has already
been redesigned to include 70 new
computers. The Carslaw and PNR
projects are supposed to be completed
in time for the commencement of
semester 1 2012, and will provide
both group and quiet/individual study
spaces, and a total of an additional
800 seats. The Carslaw Access lab has
been closed this semester as a result of
the redevelopment, but the University
has relocated the facilities to the Link
Access Lab - Room 222, Engineering
Link Building.

Illegal Course Costs
Did you know that under the Higher
Education Support Act, universities
are prohibited from charging
students compulsory fees on top of
our tuition fees? Compulsory fees
include any materials that are deemed

necessary for you to pass your course
– for example, textbooks, lab coats,
dissection kits, specialty software... the
list goes on. Despite the fact that it is
actually illegal to charge students for
these items, it is common practice for
universities across the country to do so
anyway.
But if it’s common practice across the
country, what can we do about it?
Well, student organisations at the
University of Technology, Sydney, and
La Trobe University have both taken
their universities to state and federal
tribunals over illegal course costs
and won their cases, so it is possible
to do something about this issue,
but it starts with information. The
SRC and NUS are currently collecting
information about illegal course costs
across different faculties and different
campuses across the country, so we
need you to “report your crime”.
Head to www.unistudent.com.au if
you know of any subjects that have
compulsory resources, uniforms, or
other materials that students have to
purchase!

Elections
There are a number of different
elections coming up across the
University. First of all, if you are a
student within the Faculty of Arts
and Social Sciences, nominations for
the position of Department Liaison
are closing THIS FRIDAY (the 5th of
August). To find out more about the
position of Department Liaison, head
to Blackboard (formerly WebCT, for
those of you who have been around
the uni for a while). There you will
find a site called 2011 Student Liaison
Program in [x] (or multiple sites if you
are enrolled in multiple departments
within FASS), which is where you will
find all the info about the program,
where you can nominate yourself as
a representative, where you can vote
for your representative, and perhaps

most importantly, where you can
communicate with your department
representative. The Student Liaison
Program was created because the
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences is so
big that there are often departmentspecific issues, for example, cutting
of pre-honours units, and these are
best tackled at the department level,
rather than the School, Faculty, or
University-wide level. Department
reps do, however, feed information
up to their respective School and
Faculty representatives. The term of
a Department Representative is one
year, and I really encourage you to get
involved with the program – either
as a representative, or as an active
participant on the Blackboard site.
Speaking of which, nominations for
the position of Faculty Representative
are now open, and they close on
Monday the 15th of August. Faculty
Representatives sit on Faculty Boards,
and are the student voice at a
Faculty level. The number of student
representatives at a Faculty level
varies across the University, and some
Faculties elect their reps through
the relevant Faculty Society (e.g. –
Medicine and Engineering). Every
Faculty also has one undergraduate
and one postgraduate representative
on the Academic Board, and these are
elected from and by the Faculty Board
representatives. Check out http://
sydney.edu.au/ab/about/elections.
shtml#students for more info.
Nominations for the positions of
undergraduate and postgraduate
student fellows of Senate are also
now open! The Senate is the highest
governing body of the University –
all decisions of the University must
ultimately go to the Senate, there are
only 2 student Senate Fellows out of
a total of 22 Senate Fellows, and the
existence of the Senate is actually
regulated by NSW legislation, so it’s a
pretty big deal. Hit up http://sydney.
edu.au/senate/Elections_UG_2011.

QUEER OFFICER REPORT
Hey ya’ll!!

src
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Two things this week. First thing’s first –
Queer Honi is coming out this semester!
This means Honi gets a makeover with
rainbows and glitter – but for this to
happen I need YOU! I’m going to first
call for editors to make up the editorial
team. So if you want to be part of this
year’s Honi and you have already some
writing/editorial/design experience – I
beg you, please help me (I’m hopeless
with InDesign). So please, make your
applications to queer.officers@src.
usyd.edu.au by the 12th of August
(200 words or less please!). For those
of us less ambitious, I still want your
contributions! Your editorial team will

decide on a theme soon but already
you can start thinking about maybe
some poems, short stories or pictures
or whatever that you want published so
you can contribute to making our lives
just a little bit more queer friendly!
So that was the happy news! As much
as I want to see the world through
rainbow tinted glasses, it’s also my job
to be able to see a problem and address
it frankly. So despite coming so far
since open persecution, despite being
in this university environment that is,
for the most part, shielded from the
cruel cruel world we still have a job to
do. This is particularly for those who
are more politically inclined; the good

shtml for more information, and
nominations close on the 16th of August
at 12pm. The entire Senate nomination/
voting process is online, and I’d really
encourage everyone to take the time to
check out the candidates and vote once
voting has opened – it doesn’t take long
and it’s a pretty important role, so it
would be great to have as many students
having their say as possible.

MyUni
The final thing I’ll mention this week is
the University’s survey on MyUni. There
have been rumours of the MyUni website
being revamped for basically as long
as I’ve been at this University (which
is far too long), and there is currently
a really really short survey up on the
internet. Head to: http://sydney.edu.
au/current_students/rate_myuni.php to
have your say about the website. Love it?
Hate it? Indifferent towards it? Think it is
completely superfluous and kind of ugly?
Let the University know! I don’t promise
that they will do anything about it, but we
can dream.

Nathan Li
single.serving.nathan@gmail.com

fight has not yet been won. There are
still campaigns to be had. Starting this
semester we’ll be looking at introducing
an anti-violence project in our campus.
We’re still working on campaigning for a
gender neutral bathroom and I still want
to see an Ally Network in our university.
I guess what I’m doing is I’m calling for
new collective members. If you want
to leave your mark on our campus, if
you want to do your part and see social
justice served, then this is it. To think
we are one of the only metropolitan
universities here that do not yet have
an Ally Network – and yet I’ve been
approached by staff over the course
of the year asking how they can get
involved… It just makes you wonder!

The Queer Collective meets every
Monday in the Queerspace at 1pm. Drop
in on one of our meetings, make some
friends, and most of all – get involved!
Nathan Li

It is hard to believe that we are already
half way through the second week of
second semester 2011. It is hard to
believe, but it is slowly beginning to sink
in, that those four weeks of holiday are
over!
Our first council meeting of the semester
is being held next week on Wednesday
10th August. I highly encourage you
to attend as there are two interesting
motions on the agenda that will affect
our SRC.
The first is a motion put forward by
SRC Councillor and Education Officer
Al Cameron to effectively make our
SRC elections “closed campus”. This
would be as a result of his motion “That
only people with current University
of Sydney Student Cards be allowed
to campaign in SRC elections”. This
policy follows similar changes that
were adopted by the USU and were
implemented at the last USU elections

in May 2011. The consequences of
this policy were that only Sydney
University students could campaign
in the student elections. Traditionally
the Labor factions on campus were
known to “bus in” campaigners on
Election Day to boost their campaign
efforts. Any closed campus policy will
therefore disadvantage Labor factional
candidates and advantage the so-called
“independents”. The results speak for
themselves. The recent union board
elections saw for the first time in
many years the election of no Labor
candidates. This is quite a turn around
considering just three years ago the
Union Board President was a member of
a Labor faction.
What will this mean for the SRC
elections? We will just have to wait
and see how the thirty-three elected
representatives of the SRC Council vote
on this motion at the council meeting.
Labor and green aligned candidates are

expected to vote against the measure
so as to advantage SRC Executive
Member Phoebe Drake in her quest
to become the next President of the
SRC and independents associated
with Vice President Ross Leedham and
Presidential Candidate the current
Education Officer Tim Matthews
are expected to vote in favour of
the changes so as to give Tim the
advantage. I will keep you updated
on this issue and the consequences of
the council’s decision in subsequent
editions of my General Secretary report.
The second motion of interest is moved
by SRC Environment Officer Adam
Foda. Mr. Foda’s motion is “That the
SRC establishes a Fair Trade collective
to promote, facilitate and encompass
Fair Trade ideas, products and ethics
on campus for all students interested
to engage in”. While the council is
not required to pass policy approving
the establishment of a collective it

EDUCATION OFFICER REPORT
The Student Services Amenities Fee,
or SSAF is going to become law, to
the consternation of some and the
jubilation of others. Even we, the
Education Officers have had many (and
some rather public) arguments about
the SSAF, but it’s going to be a thing
whether you like it or not.

Student Unionism (VSU). For Sydney
Uni this drastically reduced the income
that was received by the Student
Representative Council - us! And our
University of Sydney Union (the Union),
you know, those guys that bring you
Manning, Snowball, Clubs and Societies
and other good times.

Here’s a brief recap for those of
us who are suffering from holiday
induced memory loss. The government
introduced the SSAF in 2009, however
the Coalition, with the help of former
Senator Steve “I like dress ups” Fielding
was able to block the legislation in the
Senate. Now that Bob Brown and his
merry band is in charge the SSAF will be
reintroduced and passed presumably
fairly rapidly.

The former University administration,
led by Gavin Brown, recognised the
fantastic contribution that the SRC and
the Union make on student life and
continued to fund them. However that
funding, as it turns out, came out of
the Teaching and Learning Budget. You
know … the one that pays for lecturers,
tutors and other such paraphernalia.

The reason that the SSAF is such a big
deal really goes back to the Howard
years and the introduction of Voluntary

The SSAF will allow universities to
compulsorily take $250 per student. If
you Arts students out there can find a
Maths major, they will be able to tell
you that Sydney Uni, with a student

Reclaim the Night is an annual march
against violence against women, to be
held this year on Friday 28th October.
This is organized by an autonomous
community collectivewhich will meet
on Tuesday evenings for the rest of
semester – if you’re interested there’s
lots of scope to get involved in the
organising of this event.
Recently released was the ‘Talk About It’
survey, which examines women’s safety
on university campuses nationally,
conducted by the National Union of
Students. This survey presents some
striking findings – only 24% of those
women students surveyed feel safe
on campus at night. It also provides a

Chad (pictured)

does help to send a good signal to the
student body that the SRC is keen on
engaging with the student body and
giving motivated students the resources
they need to bring about real change.
This motion should hopefully be less
controversial than the one mentioned
earlier in my report and should
hopefully reflect the 89.3% of students
that voted in the affirmative to see
Sydney University become a fair trade
campus at the referendum held in 2010.

Tim Matthews and Al Cameron
education.officer@src.usyd.edu.au

population of around 40 000 will be able
to garner over $11 million.
The thing is, the University’s
Administration has been particularly
tight lipped about what it is going to do
with this newfound revenue.
Unfortunately under the current
legislation the SRC cannot receive any
SSAF funding. So hopefully it will go to
the Union so that they can continue to
provide the Clubs and Societies, events
and other such revelry that we love. But
let’s face it; it could be used to finance
the new Centre for Obesity, Diabetes
and Cardiovascular Disease that most
students don’t know is being built. Or
maybe it will be used to build a life sized
gold bust of Michael Spence to adorn
Eastern Avenue.
The problem is – we don’t know. And it’s
about time we did.

WOMENS OFFICER REPORT
The Women’s Collective is gearing up
for an eventful second semester on
campus. Much of our activism this
semester is centred on women’s diverse
experiences of safety and violence in
our society. Though a large degree of
taboo still abounds around this issue,
more normative aspects and incidences
of violence garner increasing visibility,
in part due to campaigns like the
catchy Government slogan ‘Violence
Against Women: Australia Says No’.
Simultaneously however, violence
remains pervasive in many women’s
lives, from casual catcalling to feeling
unsafe walking around campus at night
to horrifically high rates of violence in
Australian homes.

			

womens.officers@src.usyd.edu.au

number of recommendations to make
campuses safer for women students,
around which the Women’s Department
plans to campaign at Usyd.

interested in this kind of work, please
head along to the IGM – Thursday
4th August, 1-4pm in the Isabel Fidler
Room in Manning.

Further, next week sees the IGM of a
new society – a campus White Ribbon
group. White Ribbon is an organisation
that aims to raise awareness and
mobilize men around their role in
preventing violence against women. The
Usyd group is an encouraging addition
to feminist activism on campus in terms
of support, strengthening campaigns
and men educating and organising
themselves around sexism whilst still
respecting the importance of autonomy
in the women’s movement. If you’re

Questions, comments, want to
get involved? Drop us a line usydwomenscollective@gmail.com

src
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Chad Sidler
general.secretary@src.usyd.edu.au
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CRYPToNOMiCON
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ACROSS!

DOWN!

Though central, 28 hasn’t got a clue ... er, is undefined ...
1. A mess made by Porky’s auditor
(4,3)
5. Upsetting most of 8 will get you
beheaded (7)

1. Hamlet is one victim of 14’s 18? (6)
2, 9. Low-quality photo, e.g. imaginary
corruption (6,5)

9. See 2

3. 28’s role to behead four in the
middle (9)

10, 11. 28’s filmmakers mishandled
twittery nut, hence Megan... (9,7,3)

4. Mole’s 22 is unkempt (5)

11. See 10
12. ...Silver is sent twice up Lady (4)
13, 26. Iron with no attachments
challenged by 28 (11,5)

5. 28 allegedly kept out of article ring
(3,4)
6. Devours 5-Across, cooked without
Weasley (4)
7. DRIBBLES (story continued...) (3,5)

17. 28 seems to be on top of a
policeman? (5,3,3)

8. News of the World editors’
condition missing suit? (2,6)

21. A bit of absinthe eases oldfashioned solver (4)

14. Prawn’s pee spoiled chip wrapper
(9)

22. Partner in crime gives account to
some computer parasites (10)

15. What 28 is? (4,4)

25. Disturbed at diverse broadcast (9)

16. Also, less under... (8)

26. See 13

18. ...cutting the subject of 28 scandal
(7)

27. Making mistakes about a piece of
jewellery (7)

19. Enjoys love, in this way (4,2)

28. Drum up Scottish exclamation (7)

20. Chaps’ leader of choice is an
honourable person (i.e. not 28) (6)
23. Cameron early in the afternoon?
(3,2)

PSEUDOKU

C

I
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

24. Dr. One is three Germans (4)

The mighty morphin’ JIM FISHWICK, everybody!

TARGET
v b c
e i t
o e j

RATING: Meh.

The Gartes Editorial
but if it’s worth anything I’ll have it.
Profit’s the name of the game and
the game has no rules, people. No
rules!

What’s got two thumbs, and has just
become a billionaire? This Guy.

Let’s get some things clear, dear
readers. I didn’t become the richest
man in the undisclosed country I’m
in without breaking a few eggs, and I
didn’t always break those eggs in the
cleanest or most humane manner.
Some eggs screamed, some eggs
begged for mercy, some eggs had
their bile harvested for Chinese
aphrodisiacs and some eggs simply,
mercifully went mad, but all the eggs
were delicious.
It’s not a war-crime unless you get
war-caught. As long as people are
stupid enough to put gold in their
teeth, you’re obligated to be smart
enough to take it out. Unless I
missed something, this country got
rich taking gold out of the earth, not
letting it be put back there. Conflict
diamonds are still diamonds, people!
Nazi gold is still gold, paedophile
rubies are still rubies and I don’t
know what a bukkake holocaust is

Sure, there have been
“investigations” and
“disappearances”, maybe even a
few “forcibly taken pleasures” and
“indigenous genocides”, but in my
tenure as expansion director at the
undisclosed company that I work
for, morale and productivity have
never been higher. Our factories
are spotless, our workers efficient
and their ethnicities/deaths are of
no consequence. By keeping wages
below approved funeral levels, we
have effectively abolished grief. If the
drinking water is clean enough to for
them to wash my clothes in, it’s clean
enough for them to drink.
Despite this, our companies have
lost their zeal, their innovation. We’re
more Greyjelly than Blackwater,
more RudeCorp than Killbots Inc.,
and that needs to change.
That changes right here, right now!
I just fired my secretary. Now she
has a family to support, because
I just fired her children from my
sweatshops too. No more breaking
even for the Escuelas. It’s a case of
treat ‘em mean, keep ‘em keen. In
most cases, their organs are worth
more than the work we pay them for.
Something for the road, eh readers?
I mean, if I drove myself these days.
I don’t.

(4

THE REGULARS
Trade your in Lear Jet for a
CreepyStare Jet
Kanye West: Should he be
Turned to our Cause?

I’ve never been to ‘Zurich’ but I just
know it will be full of ethnics, Part V
NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS

(8

Farming and You: Milking the cash
cow, flogging a dead money-horse

Your legacy: Commemorative Plaque
or Commemorative Plague?

Giles Gartes III
Giles has been
an economist
ever since a
recession killed
his parents. And
on that fateful
day, Giles swore
to master the recession that lurked
within the hearts of men. He’s not
the columnist we want; he’s the
columnist we deserve.
“My father never loved me. But he
sure loved money. And now I’m rich!

Pirate gold and you: X marks the hot,
Hot, HOT!

Madame Du
Hiquee (Neé
Gartes)

Quartz, your silent friend!
Secure Your Finances: Mattress
Review.

(17

OPINIONS HELD FOR MONEY

Can I Kick It? Yes you can! (If ‘it’ is a
maid.)
Why it’s okay for you to own that
crown.

du Hiquee’s
father found the
largest oilwell in
continental America, and died trying
to drink it. She has since inherited
their vast estate. With simple tastes,
including live rabbits, she has
completely failed to prosper.
“My parents were inbred. Does that
make me inbred?”

World’s Best Boss mug is legitimate
measure of how Boss you are.

Raoul Sanchez
Junior

Nouveau Riche turn against the
NuRich, upper classes stick stupid
little fingers out.
Cake in the office?

(29

THE LIVESTOCK MARKET

Human Resources: The Other
Renewable Resource

Turning Workers Into Robots in One
Easy Step
When to Fire, When to Trebuchet?

Sanchez, AKA
Montezuma’s
Purse, is Gartes’
Positive Energy
Correspondent.
He has written a number of books
on the subject of wealth’s spiritual
healing energy, and holds a number
of degrees from a number of
online universities. He is married to
billionaires.
“I hate Christ!”

WE WILL

HIDE YOUR FINANCES!

LIQUIFY YOUR ASSETS (FRIENDS, FAMILY)
LIE TO YOUR WIFE(WIVES)!

CONSOLIDATE YOUR CHILDRENS’
BIRTHDAYS INTO LUMP-SUM-DAYS!

Shady practises
in sunny places!

USE STRAIGHT TALK WITH YOU!
KILL YOUR WIFE(WIVES)!
THROW A CRAZY PARTY!

From the desk of Hideo Networth...

BLOOD MAGIC!

Are you tired of prying eyes, slippery fingers, embezzlement-prone land mammals
and car-driving tax agents? I was, so I founded Networth Banking Trust. We’ll
protect your money with our lives, the lives of children and the aggressive wildlife
endemic to this island. Futhermore, we’re seven years earthquake-free!

WE HAVE

LEGITIMATE! BRANCHES IN:

HONDURAS
COSTA ‘RICA’

GULF OF SIAM
OLD BURMA

NuSSR
CHAD

INTERNESIA and other countries created for
DINO ISLAND YOUR CONVENIENCE!

Considered...

SLAVERY?

It’s nine o’clock.
The babysitter’s sick.
You’ve got a hot date.

JUST DO IT.
TRIREME empty.
End of Financial Year.
LIONS HUNGRY.
Employees asking for group certificates.
Ted from Accounting on your case. House needs more sweat.
blanket, gazing in awe at the
dreams of lesser men.

by Ronald Hoagling
I remember when I thought
millionaires were rich. I
was a younger man then, a
younger, poorer man. Hell,
I’m not even sure I was
a man: I was still on my
first five yachts and dating
women only half my age. My
trophy wives weren’t goldplated, my American Express
card was a colour visible to
the naked eye and I didn’t
own a single Orgasmanta
Ray: I was nothing more than
a stripling, hugging my paltry
millions to me like a safety
I’ve had it up to here with this
country’s bleeding heart attitude
towards the poor. Friends, although
we live in a time of fiscal crisis, the
lefties in charge are indulging in a
culture of permissiveness when it
comes to the homeless. I say they
should be put to death.
Let’s face it: people like you and
me, who have money (this is Gartes,
my publicist tells me), are the ones
running this country while the poor
jog alongside. Yet despite the
immense disparity in wealth, my
vote is worth just as much as the
vagrant who accosted me about the
environment on the steps of my very
house. If I see him again I’m going to
charge him for the buckshot I fired at
him. But I digress.
The poor are not only alive and
voting but are also allowed to
walk around freely, which is

Now I’m a billionaire.
For those who don’t know
(and if you’re not reading
this through super-eyes,
that’s you), a billion dollars
is a lot of dollars. It’s enough
dollars that I’ve genuinely
stopped counting how much
money I have (even with
the life expectancy of a
billionaire, I wouldn’t be able
to finish). Numbers are a
formality between me owning
something and not owning
something.
Apparently, Mr. The Bible
says “it is harder for a rich

man to enter the kingdom
of heaven than it is for a
camel to fit through the
eye of a needle”, to which
I reply by showing you a
multimedia message of my
latest and largest needlebased acquisition, perfectly
sized for both dromedarian
and bactrian. Sure, I could
have made a smaller camel,
sure, R&D are working on
a smaller camel right now
alongside the other terrifying
projects born of my whimsy,
but without the giant needle
I would have nothing to
knit the very fabric of my
colossal, colossal legacy ...
of money.

After clinching that vote, this nation’s
poor can finally be the concern of a

More and more, shareholders want a
company they can be proud of.
A company that knows its place in the
world.
A company that gives something back to
the communities that have helped create it.
Charity is the answer.

“Give it to us, and when they’re not looking,
we’ll give it back to you.”

with
Sarah
Bowerman
Do you need facial reconstructive
surgery after splattering up against
the glass ceiling? Skip the corporate
ladder with our canny guide to
getting ahead.
1) Give Head
Get on your knees to get that corner
office you please!
2) Have a Sex Change

unconscionable. I for one am getting
tired of swallowing all my gold and
ivory personables every time I leave
the house, particularly since I used
to have a butler to do it for me but I
haven’t seen him in weeks. I think he
became a merchant banker.
Tax-bracket colleagues, it is time
to unite. Together I believe we can
vote for an adjustment to the voting
laws whereby the strength of one’s
vote is directly proportional to one’s
earning power as a job-creator. This
vote will not be easy, but we can
do it, particularly if we prevent the
poor from voting by holding them in
place with wire binding before they
can reach the voting stalls. Binding
magnates, rise up. We will vote to
keep our votes away from the grubby
paws of the bankrupt.

The Girl’s
Guide to
Getting Ahead

The weaker sex is for poor people
and sissies.
3) Farm Your Organs
Impress your boss with your balls of
steel and lack of kidneys!
4) Dare to Dream ... NOT!
Fuck it. Work retail.

Next week in Gartes
Geoffrey Whiteside, columnist
poorer nation’s rich. Send them all
offshore! Let’s see if these treehugging, left-oriented layabouts with
no fiscal responsibility can float in
salt-water. It’s my bet that they can’t,
and that’s just typical.

FROM: Charles Ponzi (chponz@aol.com)
Ciao, do you frequent shops that ask
you to give money to them? Should life
be more fulfilling than Persian rugs and
long walks with the candle? Life is life
but life is better with money, no? Yes to
your no. I am a man with a rich wife who
I do not love but needs for my lifestyle.
I wish to send her money to everyone
and anyone. Your name showed on
reputable business knowledge website and I have wish to invest in your
business/es. Jump at opportunity before
the sands of the clock are lost to times
of the wind. U mail me back so that I will
forward you my photos of myself and
introduce myself further. I remain yours
in love and money giving. From Franco.

Sick of the media? Construct your own!
Discussion with the producers of the
houseboat film franchise.
“The meek shall inherit the Earth.”
Prevent this using our handy
disinheritance tips.
Get more Bang for your Buck with
NETWORTH SMALL ARMS! “Shaping
foreign policy since 1066. Ask King
Harold.”
Pennies: The bullion of the serf.

The following people are
bankrupt.
Michael Richardson, Laurence
Rosier Staines, Bridie Connell,
Tom Walker, Julian Larnach,
Jacqueline Breen
... morally.
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ENTRY I N!!
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$1500
FIRST PRIZE

800 - 1000 word LIMIT

$300
FACULTY PRIZES

WI N M O N Ey fo r wr iti n g what yo u th i n k.
Li ke, actua l m o n ey.

WHAT SAY YOU?
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